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Abstract 
In the M.Sc thesis, the project focuses on the problems of semantic-based repre-
senting and retrieving Web services based on the capabilities of services. Service de-
scription is critical to application development in Web service environments. There are 
a number of motivated research developed for representing Web services by different 
research organisations such as WSDL and UDDI. Both of them are existing standards 
for Web services. WSDL is designed to provide descriptions of message transport and 
interface used by each service. UDDI provides a registration structure for businesses 
and services, and describes businesses and services using their physical attributes in 
terms of names, addresses, human-understandable business descriptions and service 
descriptions. Both WSDL and UDDI lack semantic-based description information and 
a number of essential factors of service capabilities are out of the current description 
frameworks such as the degrees of service capabilities, relationships between users 
and services. Moreover, the discovery mechanism provided by UDDI is "exact match" 
search on the business or service names and descriptions. Actually, service providers 
and service consumers may have very different background and knowledge, so they do 
not usually share the same description information for the same item in their minds. 
It is difficult to locate the proper Web services i f users do not express their require-
ments exactly same with the service provider advertisements. With the consideration 
of above problems, the development of techniques to semantically represent Web ser-
vices is necessary for the Web service description and matchmaking. 
To address the above problems, we identify several requirements and essential fac-
tors that a Web service description framework should have and propose a semantic 
rich modelling framework to integrate these factors to describe Web services capa-
bilities in unambiguous and computer-understandable forms with ontology. The novel 
description framework is the Business-Service-User (BSU) framework which provides 
a semantic based description information for business, service and user. Another im-
portant goal for the BSU framework is to integrate with current Semantic Web markup 
languages so that the framework can be easily accessed and understood by the com-
puter. In this thesis, we use the semantic web language OWL to represent the BSU 
framework and the new semantic description language is called OWL-BSU, which is 
a computer-interpretable description of the business, service and user. Moreover, a 
simple and effective matching algorithm is designed to calculate the semantic relation-
ships between service consumers requirements and service descriptions. To make our 
approach work in the real world, we develop a semantic Web services search engine, 
which integrates OWL-BSU and the matching algorithm on the top of UDDI registry. 
The evaluation experimental results have shown that our approach can achieve a great 
improvement on retrieval performance in terms of recall and precision, comparable to 
the existing UDDI registry. 
Publication: This work has been published and presented in UK e-Science Con-
ference 2004, Ye Zhang and William Song, Semantic Description and Matchmaking 
for Grid Services, Proceedings of UK e-Science Al l Hands Meeting, ISBN 1-904425-
21-6, page, 205-208, September, 2004, Nottingham, UK. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The Content of Web Services 
Recently, Web services [26] have been widely used through Internet and enterprise 
networks. Web services are developed based on the concept of service-oriented archi-
tecture [24] that enables software components including application objects, functions 
and processes from different systems, to be exposed as services [20]. Currently, sev-
eral research organisations (e.g., W3C) and computer vendors (i.e.. Sun, Microsoft and 
IBM) provide a number of definitions of Web services depending on their purposes. In 
the thesis, we use I B M definition of Web services because, to the best of our knowl-
edge, IBM's definition is more concise and cited than other definitions of vast vendors 
and research organisations. In IBM definition, 
"Web services are a new breed of Web applications. They are self-contained, self-
describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked across 
the Web. Web services perform functions, which can be anything from simple requests 
to complicated business processes. Once a Web service is deployed, other applications 
(and other Web services) can discover and invoke the deploy service [26]". 
The architecture of Web service [26] consists of service provider, service broker 
and service requester which are shown in Figure 1.1. The definitions of the three 
components of Web services are given in the foUowings: 
• Service Provider, a service provider is a network entity in charge of developing 
and deploying the Web services, which allows to share its services [26]. 
• Service Broker: a service broker is also called service registry (we use the service 
registry through the thesis), which is the service that retums the location of Web 
mm 
$erv:ce 
provkJer ? 
ft 
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of Web services [26] 
services in response to a query from the service requester [26]. 
• Service Requester, a service requester is also called service consumer (we use 
the service consumer through the thesis), which is responsible for using the 
shared services. A consumer locates the Web service using the service registry, 
invokes the required services, and executes it from the service provider [26]. 
In this architecture, a network entity can play multiple types of roles at the same 
time [26]. For example, a service provider can be a service consumer and service 
broker. 
1.2 Motivations 
The UK e-science program aims to develop support for large-scale sciences through 
distributed global collaborations [33]. A significant focus of the e-science program is 
the development of a communication and computational infrastructure to the work of 
scientists with the Web services [33]. Before using Web services, consumers must 
locate one or more services that match a given description (user requirements). Two 
kinds of description methods are considered for service representation at the moment, 
which are explicit representation and implicit representation [48]. Explicit representa-
tion describes the service capability directly and explicitly. Implicit representation, on 
the other hand, describes the target service using some of the characteristics to form a 
raw conceptual frame [48]. Actually, in most cases, users do not know the exact repre-
sentation for the services, or do not know how to structurally form their specification of 
the services. The users have only some general and vague representations of services 
they are looking for and they only can provide imprecise description information [18]. 
Currently, WSDL [14] and UDDI [11] are designed to provide description frame-
works for Web services. WSDL is designed to provide descriptions of message trans-
port and interface used by each service [20]. UDDI provides a registration structure 
for businesses and services, and describes businesses and services using their physical 
attributes in terms of names, addresses, human-understandable business descriptions 
and service descriptions [20, 11, 22]. Moreover, the discovery mechanism provided 
by UDDI is still "exact match" search on the names and descriptions of both business 
and service through general industrial category [20, 11, 22]. Although the category 
with taxonomy information contains semantics, it is still a problem for the service 
consumers to mimic the service providers' understanding of how their services sharing 
into the categories that they are using. This is because service providers and service 
consumers may have very different background and knowledge, so they do not usually 
share the same description information for the same item in their minds. It is difficult 
to locate the proper Web services i f users do not express their requirements exactly 
same with the service provider advertisements. 
We find that current service description frameworks lack semantic-based descrip-
tion information and a number of essential factors of service capabilities are out of 
the current description frameworks such as the degrees of service capabilities, rela-
tionships between users and services. With the consideration of above problems, the 
development of techniques to semantically represent Web services is necessary for the 
Web service description and matchmaking. 
1.3 Proposed Solutions 
To address the problems, an important goal for us is to establish a semantic-based 
framework where the service descriptions are made and shared between the service 
providers and consumers. Therefore, we identify several requirements and essential 
factors that a Web service description framework should have and propose a semantic 
rich modelling framework to integrate these factors to describe Web services capa-
bilities in unambiguous and computer-understandable forms with ontology. The new 
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description framework is called the Business-Service-User (BSU) framework, which 
investigates a number of abstract essential attributes and relationships between these 
attributes in order to represent the capabilities of Web services in a sophisticated way. 
Another important goal for the BSU framework is to integrate with current Semantic 
Web markup languages so that it can be easily accessed and understood by the com-
puter. Many different Semantic Web languages are available for supporting semantic-
based representation, for example, RDF [9] and OWL [3]. Among these languages, 
OWL is the most advanced one at the moment. Then, the BSU framework is repre-
sented by the OWL language [7] and generates a new description language, OWL-
BSU, which is specially for describing businesses, services and users in Web service 
envirormients. Moreover, a simple and effective matching algorithm is designed to cal-
culate the semantic relationships between service consumers requirements and service 
descriptions. To make our approach work in the real world, we develop a semantic 
Web services search engine, which integrates OWL-BSU and the matching algorithm 
on the top of UDDI registry. The evaluation experimental results have shown that our 
approach can achieve a great improvement on retrieval performance in terms of recall 
and precision, comparable to the existing UDDI registry. 
1.4 Aims and Excepted Contributions 
The one-year M.Sc project will investigate the technologies developed as part of 
Web services. Semantic Web, semantic matching algorithm, conceptual modelling to 
cope with the semantic-based service description and discovery problem in Web ser-
vice environments. The major four contributions of the project are described in the 
followings: 
• Identifying requirements and essential factors that a Web service description 
framework should have and proposing a semantic rich modelling framework to 
describe Web services capabilities with ontology information; 
• Integrating the description framework with current Semantic Web markup lan-
guages to generate a new semantic description language so that the framework 
can be understood by computers; 
• Developing a matching algorithm which can calculate the relationships between 
user requirements and provider advertisements by using the new description 
framework; 
• Implementing a prototype of a semantic Web service search engine which inte-
grates the new description framework and matching algorithm together. 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
The central focus of the thesis is the semantic description framework for Web ser-
vices. Accordingly, the rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 
• Chapter 2: Literature Survey we survey a number of existing service descrip-
tion frameworks and service discovery systems, and then discuss the limitations 
of current approaches; 
• Chapter 3: Semantic Description Framework and Ontology Design we pro-
pose an abstract semantic description framework for Web services, and then 
show how to generate ontologies based on the new description framework; 
• Chapter 4: Importing OWL-BSU Ontologies into UDDI and Semantic Match-
ing we will introduce how to map OWL-BSU into the existing UDDI records, 
which provide a way to record semantic information in the UDDI records. More-
over, a simple and effective matching algorithm will be discussed in this chapter; 
• Chapter 5: Implementations and Evaluations the system architecture and 
components of a semantic Web services search engine wil l be described in de-
tail. Also, evaluation methodologies, metrics and experimental results will be 
discussed; 
• Chapter 6: Conclusions and Further Work we will conclude the one-year 
project and point out some research directions for further work. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Survey 
Before using Web services, consumers must locate one or more services that match 
their requirements. The service description and discovery mechanisms are critical to 
Web service application. In Web service envirorunents, a service description frame-
work represents the capabilities of a service. Service discovery consists of the search-
ing and locating the information of services based on the services description in re-
sponse to the user queries. In this chapter, we start from providing the background 
knowledge of Web service description frameworks in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 de-
scribes a number of service discovery systems. We discuss the limitations of existing 
approaches in Section 2.3, which give us the inspiration of our research work. 
2.1 Service Description Frameworks 
In this section, a number of existing service description frameworks have been 
described including WSDL, UDDI, RDF, DAML-S and OWL-S. We introduce these 
service description frameworks in detail. 
2.1.1 WSDL 
Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) [14] is used as the metadata language 
for representing Web services between service providers and service consumers. It is 
an XML-based standard and used to describe the two functionality of Web services 
such as the attributes (e.g., service location) and the access information (e.g., port 
type, binding and port) [20]. WSDL employs seven abstract elements to define Web 
services in terms of type, message, operation, port type, binding, port and services [14]. 
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The definition of these elements are explained in the literature [14]. In their content, 
type is a contain of type definitions used by a number of type systems; message is an 
abstract definition of communicated data; operation is an abstract description of an ac-
tion which can be supported by Web services; port type is an abstract set of operations 
which could be supported by some endpoints; binding is a concreted protocol and data 
format specification used to attach a specific protocol or data format to an message; 
port is a single endpoint which is defined as a combination of a binding and a network 
address, operation or endpoint; and service is a collection of related endpoints [14]. 
WSDL is designed to provide a description firamework, which is particularly for the 
service message transport and interface. 
2.1.2 UDDI 
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [11] is created by an 
industry initiative for developing a platform-independent and open framework. It is 
able to provide the capabilities of describing and discovering services by the human-
understandable attributes [20]. The description framework in UDDI describes busi-
nesses and services using a number of physical attributes in terms of name, address, 
business description and service description, and also provides an industrial category 
of business and services. UDDI is one of the core components of Web services, which 
defines the standard interfaces and registries of Web services. It creates a standard in-
teroperable platform, and enables business companies to retrieve and use Web services 
in a quick, easy, and dynamic way over the Internet [20]. The mechanisms in UDDI 
are more like the yellow pages [20, 22]. 
2.1.3 RDF 
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9] is originally designed by W3C [12] 
to enable the exchange, encoding and reuse of structured metadata of resource de-
scription. In general, RDF is to be used as a method for modeling information of 
resource in RDF syntax formats [9]. The syntax of RDF is a simple, but powerful 
modeling for representing Web services [8], which provides a semantic-based means 
for publishing both human-readable and machine-processable vocabularies. The de-
scription framework of RDF [46] is shown in Figure 2.1, in which resources have 
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properties (attributes or characteristics). When RDF defines a resource, it uses Uni-
form Resource Identifier (URI) to identify the resource. The properties in the descrip-
tion framework can be identified by property-types, and the corresponding values of 
property-types [9]. In RDF, property-types describe the relationships of values associ-
ated with resources [9, 19]. Moreover, RDF is able to provide a number of structural 
constraints to express semantics in an unambiguous way [19, 9]. Currently, RDF is 
widely used in Semantic Web activity for knowledge management applications and it 
is an alternative approach to represent Web services [19]. For example, in the OMM 
matchmaker [31], user request descriptions and usage policies are all semantically de-
scribed by RDF. However, RDF is far more general for representing Web services and 
it does not provide any specific attributes for Web services. 
RDF Descnpaon 
Resomre ^ PmpertyType 1^  ^ PropertyType 3^  ^ 
Propert^e4 
Atomic Value 
PropertyTjpe 2 
Atonuc Value 
Figure 2.1: RDF Description Framework [46] 
2.1.4 DAML-S and OWL S 
Ontology Web Language-Service (OWL-S) [43, 5] is a markup language of Se-
mantic Web for representing services. DAML-S [1] is a former version of OWL-S, 
which uses the same description framework in Figure 2.2. The difference between 
DAML-S and OWL-S it that the different Semantic Web languages are used to repre-
sent the service description framework, OWL-S is represented by the OWL language 
and DAML-S is represented by the DAML language. In this Chapter, we describe 
OWL-S only, because it is the latest version for representing Web services. OWL-S 
supplies Web service providers unambiguous, computer-understandable forms to de-
scribe the properties and capabilities of services [43]. In OWL-S, Web service can 
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be represented by two categories such as simple services and complex services [5]. 
Simple services are also called atomic services, which are involved in a single Web-
accessible computer application, and the complex services are the combination form 
of the simple services, which are consisted of a number of simple services [6]. OWL-S 
is expected to implement four major tasks which are automatic Web service discovery, 
automatic Web service invocation, automatic Web service composition and interoper-
ation and automatic Web service execution monitoring [6]. 
The core class of the OWL-S description framework is Service class that provides 
an organisation point of reference for representing Web services and the Service?rofile, 
ServiceModel, and ServiceGrounding are other classes for representing the service [43, 
6]. The service profile explains "what the service does". It provides the information 
which is required by a service broker to determine whether the service meets service 
consumer needs [6]. The service model describes "how the service works" and the 
service grounding specifies how a service consumer can access the service [6]. 
provides 
service 
presenrs 1 \ supports 
DescribedBy 
Sei-v'jceProfile Sere ceuroun ding 
Sei-viceMocei What the 
service does 
How to 
access it 
How it works 
Figure 2.2: OWL-S Description Framework [6] 
OWL-S involves automatic locating Web services to satisfy the consumer's require-
ments. It could also meet the information requirements due to Web service discovery 
could be specified as computer-understandable semantic markup [43, 6]. 
2.2 Service Discovery Systems 
A service discovery system is a directory-based repository with protocols for net-
work access, which contains a descriptive attribute-based information optimised for 
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search. In this section, we will introduce some existing Web service discovery systems 
such as UDDI, LARKS matchmaker, DAML-f-OIL matchmaker and OMM match-
maker. 
2.2.1 UDDI 
In Section 2.1.2, we had introduced UDDI but focused on the service represen-
tation functionality. In this section, we will describe the service discovery mecha-
nism in UDDI. Currently, service consumers are using the UDDI registry to locate 
services. UDDI provides service registry for service providers and service retrieval for 
service consumers [11]. Actually, the discovery mechanism provided by UDDI is quite 
straightforward; the working principle is comparable to the yellow pages repository, 
which means it provides the "exact match" search by the business and services names 
and description on a general industrial category of businesses and services [11, 22]. 
The results would be only obtained, when the service consumer requirements exactly 
same with the service advertisements in UDDI. 
2.2.2 LARKS IVIatchmaker 
Sycara et al. [50] developed RETSINA [49] (Reusable Task Structure-based Intel-
ligent Network Agents) that is a multiagent infrastructure providing service discovery 
capabilities. In RETSINA, three components are involved including service provider, 
service requester, and middle agent, which are similar with the components of the 
Web service architecture [49]. They defined and implemented an agent capability 
description language called LARKS (Language for Advertisement and Request for 
Knowledge Sharing) in order to describe the agent or service's capabilities. LARKS 
employs a local ontology which is to be used by application domain knowledge in ad-
vertisements and requirements. The overview of LARKS matchmaking process [50] 
is shown in Figure 2.3. Three major steps are designed in the service discovery pro-
cess [50]. First, LARKS matchmaker compares the requirements of service consumers 
against all advertisements in the database. Second, the matchmaker determines which 
service capabilities will be the best with the requirements. In the matchmaking pro-
cess of LARKS matchmaker, every pair of requirement and advertisement needs to go 
through five different LARKS filters: context matching, profile comparison, similar-
ity matching, signature matching and constraint matching. Based on the filter types, 
four matching modes have been implemented in the LARKS matchmaker: complete 
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matching mode, relaxed matching mode, profile matching mode and plug-in matching 
model. Finally, the matchmaker retums the results with the location information and 
related capabilities of service [50]. The LARKS matchmaker can provide sophisticated 
and complicated matching process which employ the techniques from areas of infor-
mation retrieval, A I and software engineering for computing syntactical and semantic 
similarity. When using the LARKS matchmaker, the user should clearly understand 
the five filters and four matching modes, otherwise, the filter and matching modes can 
be misleading and results carmot satisfy the user's requirements. The service descrip-
tion language in LARKS is Agent Capability Description Language which is limited 
in current Web services description on the lack of Web-related description. Moreover, 
the LARKS matchmaker has not been experimentally evaluated yet. 
Matctumker Agent x 
Ad^eHiscmeiilDB 
i | CoiiceptDB 
AiEciliarj'DB 
scriplions 
Provider Agent 1 
Matching 
Result-ol-Match tn e 
er Agent 
Service Request 
in LARKS 
LARKSSSjwocol Provider Agent n 
for providing 
the service 
Process Request 
on Local IS 
ConceptDB 1 
ConceptDB n 
Figure 2.3: LARKS matchmaking [50] 
2.2.3 DAML+OIL Matchmaker 
Li and Horrocks [40] developed a novel framework for service matchmaking that 
employs the DAML-i-OIL logic [34] to match user requirements and service provider 
advertisements. In the framework, the DAML-S service ontology is used to provide 
service descriptions. The ontology-based descriptions in the DAML-i-OIL matchmaker 
are implemented in a prototype, where agents can provide capabilities for searching 
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and advertising for services that match some semantic description [40]. They em-
ploy JADE as the agent platform and the Racer as a DL reasoner [17] to compute the 
semantic relationships between service advertisements and user requirements. The ex-
perimental results have shown that the DAML+OIL matchmaker could cope with large 
scale e-commerce applications [40]. However, the limitation of DAML+OIL match-
maker is that it cannot deal with the service advertisements and requirements without 
semantic information because the DL logic does not support semantic information 
matching [38]. 
2.2.4 Semantic Service Matchmaker 
Kawamura et al. [38,48] designed and developed a search engine for Web services 
called Semantic Service Matchmaker in Figure 2.4. It enhances the discovery facili-
ties of UDDI to make use of semantic information. The matchmaking process of the 
Semantic Service Matchmaker is based on the LARKS algorithm and DAML+OIL 
logic [47]. In the matchmaker, they provide a description of the WSSP, an extension 
of WSDL to describe capabilities of Web services. In the service discovery mecha-
nism of semantic service matchmaker, it allows the service consumer to specify how 
closely match between user requirements and service advertisements [38]. Since the 
Semantic Service Matchmaker is developed based on the LARKS algorithm, it has the 
similar limitations of LARKS matchmaker. When using the Semantic Service Match-
maker, the user should clearly understand the five different filters such as namespace 
filter, text filter, domain filter, I/O filter and constraints filter, otherwise, the filters can 
be misleading and results cannot satisfy the user's requirements. The advantage of 
the Semantic Service Matchmaker, comparable to the LARKS matchmaker, is that the 
Semantic Service Matchmaker employs a new description language for Web services 
representations. Moreover, the Semantic Service Matchmaker has not been experimen-
tally evaluated. 
2.2.5 OIVIM IVlatchmaker 
The ontology-based matchmaker (OMM) in Figure 2.5 is developed by Andreas 
Harth, which is based on an asymmetric description [31]. The system employs RDF-
based ontologies to semantically describe requirements and services. The OMM match-
maker provides the ability to describe properties of services and matching prefer-
ence [31]. Matching between user requirements and service description is done by 
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Figure 2.4: Semantic Service Matchmaker [38] 
the OMM rules. The OMM rules are described by RDF. The OMM matchmaker 
also supports two kinds of matching mechanisms including a bi-lateral matching and 
gang-matching, which allow both resource providers and consumers to specify their 
matching constraints [31]. The limitations of OMM matchmaker are: 1) the OMM 
matchmaker does not define any semantic relationships between users requirements 
and service providers advertisements, which could make it difficult for the consumers 
to distinguish which services exactly fulf i l their requests, or which services provide 
more capabilities than requested; 2) the OMM matchmaker cannot deal with service 
descriptions and user requirements without semantic information; 3) the OMM match-
maker has not been experimentally evaluated. 
2.3 Discussions 
In this chapter, we had surveyed a number of existing Web service description 
frameworks and discovery systems. Service description is critical to Web service appli-
cation development and needs to represent the capabilities of Web services. However, 
current approaches such as WSDL and UDDI are designed to provide descriptions of 
message transport, interface, physical attributes in terms of name and address with 
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Figure 2.5: OMM matchmaker [31] 
human-understandable attributes. Both WSDL and UDDI cannot represent service de-
scription information in unambiguous and computer-understandable forms. Due to ser-
vice providers and service consumers may have very different background and knowl-
edge, computers cannot understand their representations like human being. RDF is 
widely used in Semantic Web and it could authoritatively represent resources based on 
their capabilities. However, it is utilised for general resource description; there is no 
specific ontology and description frameworks for Web services applications. OWL-S 
and DAML-S provide better solutions for describing Web services with their capabili-
ties, they have special service description framework and are represented by prevailing 
the Semantic Web languages such as OWL and DAML. OWL-S and DAML-S describe 
the service capabilities in unambiguous and computer-understandable forms, compara-
ble to WSDL and UDDI. However, a number of essential properties representing Web 
services are out of the frameworks of OWL-S and DAML-S such as the business class 
and user class, both of them have significant influence on the service representation 
and discovery quality. For example, when two consumers want to search a mathemat-
ics book through the Web service, i f one is a mathematician, who might need a more 
academic-based book rather then a basic one, though they tend to type the same search 
terms. 
The discovery mechanism provided by UDDI is still exact "keyword-based" search 
on the names of both business and service through general industrial category. It is a 
problem that service consumers have to mimic the service providers' understanding of 
how their services shaped into the categories that they are using because the service 
providers and service consumers possess different background and knowledge; and 
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do not share the same taxonomy of domain. The semantic service matchmaker can 
provide service discovery based on the service capabiUties with semantic description, 
which can find the similar services by measuring the semantic distances between ad-
vertisements and requirements. The semantic service matchmaker employs OWL-S to 
represent service, but the weakness of OWL-S limits their service discovery quality. 
The LARKS matchmaker is a former version of semantic service matchmaker. Hor-
roks has developed a framework for matchmaking based on Semantic Web technology 
like DAML-S. Unfortunately, a number of essential factors representing Web services 
are out of the framework of DAML-S and it cannot deal with the information without 
semantics. The limitations of the OMM matchmaker is that they use RDF to represent 
services and RDF is too general to describe the capabilities of Web services. 
To the end, we found that existing service description frameworks are not enough 
to represent sophisticated Web services and the functionality of current service discov-
ery systems for locating web services are limited on current description frameworks. 
Therefore, we need to identify the requirements and essential factors that a Web service 
description framework should have and propose a semantic rich modelling framework 
to describe Web services capabilities in unambiguous and computer-understandable 
forms with ontology. Another important goal for the the new description framework is 
to integrate with current Semantic Web markup languages so that which can be easily 
accessed and understood by the computers. Moreover, a new matching algorithm is 
necessary to calculate the semantic relationships between user requirements and ser-
vice advertisements with the new description framework. In the next following chap-
ters, we will introduce our novel description framework for Web service description 
and matchmaking in detail. 
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Chapter 3 
Semantic Description Framework and 
Ontology Design 
In the previous chapter, we have described the existing service description frame-
works and discovery systems that were developed by different research organisations 
and computer vendors. As we discussed, service providers and service consumers may 
have very different background knowledge. Most of current description frameworks 
and description languages [11,14] cannot represent sophisticated business and service 
capabilities in Web service environments in imambiguous and computer-understandable 
forms. To address this problem, a few research [9, 43, 5] developed knowledge-based 
description frameworks for Web services. However, a number of essential factors are 
out of these work. To address the above problems, a new description framework and 
knowledge-based metadata are necessary to develop for representing business and ser-
vice capabilities of Web services in a formal sophisticated ontology-based manner. 
Currently, a number of research are focusing on developing formal ontologies 
for specifying content-specific agreements for a variety of knowledge-based activi-
ties [21, 16, 25, 28, 5]. In this thesis, we will develop a description framework and 
ontology for the Web services only. To build a description framework, it is necessary 
to go in-depth analysis of business and service conceptions and requirements, and then 
identify the essential factors that a Web service description framework should have. 
With these work, we build an abstract business-service-user (BSU) description frame-
work for representing business, service and user in Web service environments. With 
our BSU framework, we describe our novel work on designing and developing a meta-
data management technique, which focuses particularly on the business and services 
sharing in Web service environments. Differing with all existing service description 
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frameworks for Web services, BSU takes into account five new modules including 
business module, user module, business-service relationship module, user-service re-
lationship module and user-business relationship module. Our initial work, an early 
version of BSU framework and ontologies have been published in the UK e-Science 
Conference 2004 [51]. The work described in this chapter is an extension of that pub-
lished description framework. This chapter is organised in the followings. Section 3.1 
describes the terminologies, requirements and BSU framework. Section 3.2 represents 
the ontology design of BSU framework and the chapter is concluded in Section 3.3. 
3.1 Semantic Description Framework 
In this section, we wil l analyse the concepts of business, service and user in Web 
service environments and then give the formal definitions of the three components in 
Section 3.1.1. Section 3.1.2 discussed the requirements and aspects that a Web service 
description framework should have and Section 3.1.3 represents the BSU framework 
in detail. 
3.1.1 Terminology 
In this subsection, we wil l analyse the concepts of business, service and user m Web 
service environments and then give the formal definitions of the three components in 
our framework. Within the existing Web service model, a variety of research organi-
sations give the definitions of service in Web service environments. There is no work 
about business and user description. Both of them are important factors in Web ser-
vices. The importance of business has been identified in UDDI registries [20, 11, 22]. 
In fact, the same service can be available from the different business organisations. 
In UDDI, when users employ the service, the users need to chose which business to 
communicate. Moreover, users have significant influence on the service representation 
and discovery quality. For example, when two consumers want to search a mathemat-
ics book through the Web service, i f one is a mathematician, who might need a more 
academic-based book rather then a basic one, though they tend to type the same search 
terms. In this section, we wil l analysis the business and user concepts proposed by dif-
ferent researchers in-depth and then give formal definitions of business and user which 
are particular for the business and user in the BSU framework. 
A number of business definitions have been proposed in the last few decades for 
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the different contexts. In reference [45] Shelton defined that "Business objects are ab-
stracts that represent a person, place, thing or concept in the business domain. They 
package business procedures, policy and controls around business data. Business ob-
jects serve as a storage place for business policy and data, ensuring that data is only 
used in a manner semantically consistent with business intent." In Shelton's definition, 
the business model is specialised into two subcategories, namely business entity ob-
jects and business process objects, which represent people, places, things and business 
processes. 
In reference [32], the business component approach to distribute system develop-
ment is introduced. The concept of business is named Business Component and is de-
fined as "the mformation systems representation, from requirements analysis through 
deployment and run-time, of an 'autonomous' business concept or process. It consists 
of all the software artifacts necessary to express, implement and deploy the given au-
tonomous business concepts as an equally autonomous, reusable element of a larger 
information system." 
From the above definitions, several important factors can be derived and given in 
the foUowings: 
• A Business is a person, place, company or thing. 
• A Business stores abstract services, business policies and business processes. 
• A Business consists of properties that are needed to represent a given business 
concept. 
The definition should be highly abstract and the implementation details, as well 
as syntactic and dynamic aspects can safely be ignored for the purpose of defining 
business in the BSU framework. According to the above three important factors, we 
integrate them and then give the business definition in the BSU framework. 
Definition 3.1 Business 
A business in Web services is an object abstraction that consists of properties 
needed to represent a person, place, thing or process in a given business domain. 
The business can provide abstract services, business policies and business process in 
Web service environments. 
Moreover, there are a number of service definitions in existing systems. In the fol-
lowings, we deeply analyse several service definitions from the available literature, and 
then give a formal definition of service that is used in the BSU framework. Microsoft 
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defines the service is a application logic that is programmatically available [36]. IBM 
gives a definition of service based on their service model. In their definition, "ser-
vices are modular applications that perform a specific business task and conform to a 
particular technical format" [26]. As a leader of World Wild Web, W3C states that 
service is a software object, "meant to interact with other components, encapsulating 
certain functionality or a set of fimctionality. A component has a clearly defined in-
terface and conforms to a prescribed behaviour common to all components within an 
architecture." [13] 
From the above definitions, several important factors can be derived and given in 
the foUowings: 
• A Service is abstract. 
• A Service is self-contained, self-describing and modular application 
• A Service can be published, located, and invoked across the Web. 
• A Service presents a capability to perform tasks 
According to the above four important factors, we integrate them and then give the 
service definition in the BSU framework. 
Definition 3.2 Service 
Service is an abstract resource that can be a self-contained and self-describing 
application. Services perform functions to finish the user requirements. It can be 
published and retrieved through the Web and used by other applications. 
Although business and services are two important concepts in Web service environ-
ments, users have significant influence on the business and service discovery quality. 
Unfortunately, the existing Web service frameworks [11, 14, 9, 43, 5] do not provide 
any description information for the user model. In the BSU framework, we will give a 
formal definition of user. 
Definition 3.3 User 
A user in Web services is an object abstraction that consists of properties needed 
to represent a person, company, or agent in a given business service domain. 
3.1.2 Requirements of BSU Framework 
In this subsection, we wil l discuss the requirements of BSU framework. Since a 
number of essential factors such as service operation, service management, and ser-
vice resources do not mention in any current description frameworks of Web services, 
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which are important for business and service discovery quality in Web service environ-
ments. To address this problem, the BSU framework needs to provide our initial work 
on representing the following factors for Web service. 
• Object Relationship. The relationship describes an association between two 
objects such as business and service, service and user, user and business. The 
relationships in the BSU framework are expected to maintain a set of identifying 
attributes and ontology information for the related objects. 
• User Description. The users description wil l significantly influence the retrieval 
quality. In fact, different kinds of services are suitable for different users due 
to users have the different background knowledge. Therefore, users and their 
requirements are important parts in the BSU framework. 
• Service Resource. Service resource is an important factor that is required con-
ceming interactions between services. However, existing Web service descrip-
tion frameworks do not provide any representation of service resources. The 
BSU framework will give a clear definition of service resource in Web service 
environments. 
• Service State Information Service consumer and providers are expected to 
manage, monitor and control the services in the systems. In Web service sys-
tems, the service monitoring is determined by the service state information [44]. 
Some service states are common to all actions, others are specifying to the task. 
Therefore, in the BSU framework, service state information should be defined 
and supplied in service execution. 
3.1.3 BSU Framework 
Service consumers should locate, invoke and use services which provide particular 
resources. In the previous subsection, we discuss the requirements and essential fac-
tors of BSU framework, and we wil l represent the BSU framework in the followings. 
Figure 3.1 gives a sketch of the architecture of BSU framework. 
• What do Business and Service require of the User, and provide for them? The 
answer to this question is given in the "Content". Thus, the class SERVICE 
presents a SERVICECONTENT, and the class BUSINESS presents a BUSINESS-
CONTENT. 
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Figure 3.1: the Business-Service-User Framework 
• How does Service work and how Service can be controlled? The answer of this 
question is shown in the "Operation". Thus, the class SERVICE is describedBy 
a SERVICEOPERATION. 
• What kinds of resources the Service provides? The answer for this question 
is described by the "Resource". Thus, the class SERVICE is supportedBy a 
SERVICERESOURCE. 
• What relationships between Business and Service! The answer for this question 
is represented by the "Relationship". Thus, the class SERVICE and BUSINESS 
have a RELATIONSHIP. 
In the following sections we wil l represent the ontology design of the BSU frame-
work including business content, user, relationship, service content, service operation 
and service resource. 
3.2 Ontology Design 
In the previous sections, we gave the formal definitions of Business, Service, User, 
and present the requirements and essential factors of BSU framework. Moreover, we 
describe the BSU framework in detail. In this section, we wil l present our effort to cre-
ate ontologies of the BSU framework focusing particularly on the problems and needs 
of business and service discovery in Web service envirormients. "An ontology is an 
explicit specification of a conceptualisation, which presents a set of concepts within a 
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domain and the relationships between those concepts [29]". Designing ontology typi-
cally consists of three steps [30]. The first step is to group together related resources 
in order to create an ontology. The second step is to define various meaningful prop-
erties for each class of the ontology. The third step is to write the class and properties 
into the semantic markup languages such as RDF, RDFS and OWL. In the following 
subsections, we will design ontologies of BSU framework. 
3.2.1 Ontologies 
Business Ontology 
We develop the following hierarchical classification of classes to group the class 
of the business model in Figure 3.2. The classes presented in Figure 3.2 is explained 
in the followings. There are four major groups of Business resources that need to be 
classified, which are are businessContent, relationship, businessUser and service. The 
buslnessContent class consists of a set of subclasses, which includes some human-
readable information such as businessName, busienssDescription and contactlnforma-
tion, and machine-understandable information such as businessCategory in Table 3.1 
and 3.2. The contents of businessContent class are similar to the business description 
information in UDDI registry [11], however, the significant difference is that we em-
ploy knowledge-based ontology description instead of attributed-based description of 
UDDI. We have define some relationships between business to business and business 
to service. Table 3.3 represents the contents of relationship in detail. The busines-
sUser class describes a people or an agent that interacts with a business to request a 
service to performance the task. The detail information of user is described in Table 
3.4. 
• businessName presents the name of business and it is used as an identifier of 
business. 
• businessDescription is a human-understandable description of business and sum-
marises what the business offers. 
• contactlnformation provides the contact information of business (shown in Ta-
ble 3.1). 
• businessCategory provides the categories of business, which refer to an ontol-
ogy of business in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.1: businessContact Class 
Name Description 
Name The name of business 
Phone A phone number of business 
Fax A fax number of business 
Email An e-mail address of business 
Location A physical address of the business 
WebURL A URL of the business website 
Table 3.2: businessCategory Class 
Name Description 
BcategoryName is the name of business category, which can 
be just a literal, or perhaps die URI of 
business 
Btaxonomy stores a reference to the taxonomy scheme. It can 
be the ontology of taxonomy 
Service Ontology 
There are six major groups of service information in the BSU framework that need 
to be classified. These groups are serviceContent, serviceOperation, serviceManage-
ment, serviceResource, serviceUser and relationship. The serviceContent class in 
the BSU framework represents "what the service does", that is, it can give the dif-
ferent types of information needed by service consumers to determine whether the 
service meets their needs or not. The serviceContent class consists of a set of sub-
classes, which include some human-readable information such as serviceName, ser-
viceDescription and machine-understandable information such as serivceCategory and 
serviceFunctionality. The serviceOperation class tells "how the service works and 
how the service is controlled", that is, it describes what happening when die service 
is carried out. The serviceManagement class describes the monitoring behaviours 
for each specific task. The serviceResource defines a family of resource status infor-
mation performed by services. The serviceUser class describes a person or an agent 
that interacts with a business to request a service to performance the task. The rela-
tionship describes the association between service to service and service to business. 
We develop the following hierarchical classification of classes to group the class of 
the service model in Figure 3.3. The description of classes wil l be described in die 
followings. 
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Figure 3.3: Service Ontology 
Table 3.3: relationship Class 
Name Description 
someDistinctFrom Two business entities can be described to be 
someDistinctFrom, which means both business 
entities have some services and other properties 
same, (business to business) 
allDistinctFrom Two business entities are stated to be 
allDistinctFrom, which means both business entities 
do not share any properties in common. 
(business to business) 
equivalent Two business entities can be stated to be equivalent, 
which means both of them share the same services 
and properties, (business to business) 
somePropertiesTo A business may have a restriction on a property that 
at least one value for that property is of a service. 
Therefore, the service has at least one of properties belongs 
to the business, (business to service) 
allPropertiesTo It means that a service inherits all the properties 
from the business.f^M^mgsi' to service) 
The serviceContent gives the detailed information of what the service does, which 
consists of a set of sub-classes such as serviceName, serviceDescription, serivceCate-
gory and serviceFunctionality. 
• serviceName refers to the name of the service and it can be used as an identifier 
of the service. 
• serviceDescription provides a brief description of service. It summarises the 
capabilities that the service offers. 
• serviceCategory describes the categories of services in Table 3.5. 
• serviceFunctionality is the specifications of functionality that the service is pro-
viding. The function descriptions of service contain five components including 
the input, output, precondition, effect and operation in Table 3.6. 
serviceFunctionality specifies what results obtained from the service, including the 
expected and unexpected results of the service activity. We extend the functionality 
model in OWL-S [5] to represent the serviceFunctionality in the BSU framework with 
the additional operation sub-class. In BSU, the serviceFunctionality includes two as-
pects: the information transformation (represented by input, output and operation) and 
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Table 3.4: businessUser Class 
Name Description 
userName 
userCategory 
userDescription 
userLocation 
userQuality 
refers to the name of user who is using the business. 
It can be used as an identifier of user. 
describes the category ontology of user 
provides a human-imderstandable description of user. 
is a physical address of user. 
represents the evaluation of the user behaviours in the past 
service transactions. The user quality heavily affects the 
the selection of the business. 
Table 3.5: serviceCategory Class 
Name Description 
sCategoryName is the name of category, which can 
be just a literal, or perhaps the URI of the 
process parameter (a property). 
sTaxonomy stores an ontology of service taxonomy. 
the state change produced by the execution of the service (represented by precondition 
and effect). The extensively description of precondition, effect, input and output have 
been discussed in the literature [5]. The new subclass operation describes what is hap-
pening when the service is working. Here is an example of serviceFunctionality, to 
complete the sale, a book-selling service requires a credit card number and expiration 
date as input, but also the precondition that the credit card actually exists and is not 
overdravra. The operation is the payment transaction and book reservation. The result 
of sale is the output of a receipt that confirms the proper execution of the transaction, 
and as effect the transfer of ownership and the physical transfer of the book from the 
the warehouse of the seller to the address of the buyer. 
serviceOperation: the serviceOperation of the BSU model tells "how the service 
works and how the service is controlled"; that is, it describes what happening when the 
service is carried out. Web service systems are dynamic systems, where the properties 
of services change during the life time of the service. The properties are categorised as 
factual properties defining the state of the system, and behavioural properties defining 
the possible operations of the service [42]. At any time, the set of all factual proper-
ties defines the current state of the system. An aggregation of operations is termed a 
process, thus, a process can be divided into operations [42]. However, existing Web 
service systems do not provide any description information of the service operation. 
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To address this problem, we employ the system control model [27] to the Web service 
enviroimients, in which there are eleven subclasses in serviceOperation including init, 
deactivated, waitForGoal, ReceivePlan, fnProgress, Success, FailureStalled, Failure-
Obstacle, TimeOut and Interrupt. Table 3.6 gives the definitions of these subclasses in 
detail. 
Table 3.6: serviceOperation Class 
Name Description 
init describes a service that is initialised 
the process 
deactivated describes a service waiting for activation 
waitForGoal describes a service waiting for target from 
cognitive controller. 
receivePlan describes a service receiving a plan 
planReceived a plan received for services 
pnProgress service execution in progress 
success service execution terminated successfully 
failureStalled service motors stalled 
failureObstacle service blocked by obstacle 
timeout service execution timeout 
interrupt service execution interrupted 
serviceManagement: The nature of Web services offers a number of new chal-
lenges for service management compared with the traditional systems due to hetero-
geneous, dynamics and distributed. Web services management can be seen as a new 
layer of functionality on the top of a conventional management framework that can 
map devices and software infrastructure to the services. According to the definition of 
Web services and UDDI registry, we found that the following components needed to 
be managed such as services, resources, networks and requests. Therefore, we define 
abstract ontologies to present the service management classes of Web services in Table 
3.7. 
serviceResource: one of the main distinguishing characteristics of the Web ser-
vices is that Web services need resources to support the service (e.g., data, instruments, 
computers, humans, etc.) [24]. When a resource supported to the service, it must be 
uniquely identified and, in many cases, have associated metadata to describe it. How-
ever, existing Web services description frameworks do not address the requirements 
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Table 3.7: serviceManagement Class 
Name Description 
serviceManagement 
resourceManagement 
networkManagement 
requestManagement 
involves systems management at the service 
level. It is the application of service operation 
policy at the point of receiving a service request, 
involves systems management at the resource level. 
Resource components are employed in the service process 
involves systems management at the network level, 
such as network protocol. 
involves systems management at the user requirement 
level. 
for resource identifications and associated metadata. To address this problem, we inte-
grate the WSRF [37, 10] framework into the BSU framework for representing the ser-
vice resources. The serviceResource defines a family of specifications for accessing 
resources using Web services, and service resources have their own state information 
in terms of resourceProperties, resourceLifetime, baseFaults, and serviceGroup spec-
ifications in Table 3.8. The detailed description of WSRF has been described in the 
reference [10]. 
Table 3.8: serviceResource Class 
Name Description 
resourceLifetime 
resourceProperties 
renewableReferences 
serviceGroup 
baseFaults 
mechanisms for describing resources, 
lifetime for user operation 
definitions of resource properties. 
a conventional decoration of a addressing 
endpoint reference with service policy mformation 
state a group of resources 
a base fault type for service operation when 
return faults in a message exchange. 
relationship describes an association between service to service (S2S) and service 
to business(S2B), based on attributes of two entities in Table 3.9. A relationship main-
tains a set of identifying attributes and ontology information from the related entities. 
In the BSU framework, services can generate some attributes and ontology information 
from the other services and businesses when they have some relationships. 
serviceUser:is an important part of service, the user description will heavily influ-
ence the quality of requirements matching. We define serviceUser ontology for service 
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Table 3.9: relationship Class 
Name Description 
someDistinctFrom 
allDistinctFrom 
equivalent 
somePropertiesFrom 
allPropertiesFrom 
Two services entities may be stated to be 
someDistinctFrom, which means both services 
entities have a few same properties 
(service to service) 
Two services entities are stated to be 
allDistinctFrom, which means both service entities 
do not share any properties in common. 
(service to service) 
Two service entities can be stated to be equivalent, 
which means both of them share the same properties 
and other properties.(service to service) 
A service may have a restriction on a 
property that at least one value for that 
property is of a business. Therefore, the 
service has some properties of the business. 
(service to business) 
It means that a service inherits all the 
properties from a business.(service to business) 
in Table 3.10. 
Table 3.10: serviceUser Class 
Name Description 
userName 
userCategory 
userDescription 
userLocation 
userQuality 
refers to the name of the user who is using the service. 
It can be used as an identifier of user, 
describes the category ontology of user 
provides a brief description of the user, 
is a physical address of the user. 
represents the evaluation of the user behaviours in the past 
service transactions. The user quality is heavily affect the 
the selection of the business. 
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3.2.2 Defining Properties 
In the above sections, we have define the ontology classes of businesses, services 
and users, where user ontology is integrated in the business and service classes. Ontol-
ogy classes are built to group together similar resources. However, the class hierarchy 
does not give any information about the classes themselves. To address this problem, 
we define various meaningful properties for each class of the ontology, which is the 
second step to design the ontology [30]. In the thesis, we do not provide the full prop-
erties of the class of BSU framework due to one year time limitation of MSc course. 
The ful l design and development of properties of BSU framework has been left to the 
future work. Figure 3.4, sketch the properties of part of service that links the BSU 
framework. 
Service 
relationship 
serviceName 
serviceContent 
serviceUser proviOES 
sTaxonomy 
petforms 
sCategoryName 
serviceManagement 
mom to 
supporrfedBy serviceDescription 
serviceFunctionality 
serviceOperation 
Figure 3.4: Service Properties 
3.2.3 OWL-BSU 
The third step to design an ontology is to write the classes and properties with the 
semantic markup languages [30] such as RDF or OWL. The purpose to generate the on-
tology and metadata instances is that a software agent needs a computer-interpretable 
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description of the business, service and user, and the means by which it is accessed. 
An important goal for the BSU framework is to integrate with current Semantic Web 
markup languages so that which can be easily accessed and understood by the com-
puter. Our approach is to use OWL abstract syntax to represent the BSU framework and 
ontologies. Actually, the BSU framework is a conceptual model that can be described 
by many different Semantic Markup Languages such as RDF, DAML and OWL. The 
reason we choose OWL is that OWL is the most advanced semantic markup language 
at the moment. Through the tight connection with the OWL logic [4, 35] that allows 
for reasoning on concept taxonomies and the definition of relations between concepts. 
This subsection describes our novel work of using OWL to represent the BSU frame-
work and the new language schema called OWL-BSU which is specific for the descrip-
tion of business, service and user in Web service environments [51]. In this chapter, 
we will give two examples of OWL-BSU including user and relationship, which do 
not appear in any of current Web service description frameworks. The ful l version of 
OWL-BSU is presented in the Appendix. 
Example of User Name The user name refers to the name of the service that is 
being offered in Figure 3.5. 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="userName"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" /> 
</owl:DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#User"> 
<rdfs:comment>A User can have only one name</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
< o w l : R e s t r i c t i o n > 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#userNaine" /> 
< o w l : c a r d i n a l i t y 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInte 
g e r " > l < / o w l : c a r d i n a l i t y > 
< / o w l : R e s t r i c t i o n > 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
Figure 3.5: Example of User Name 
Example of Relationship (business to business) A relationship maintains a set 
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of identifying attributes and ontology information from the related entities. Most re-
lationships simply relate the objects of one entity to those of another by comparing 
attribute values and ontology information between them. Business to Business has 
three relationships someDistinctFrom, allDistinctFrom and equivalent in Figure 3.6. 
<owl:Class r d f : I D = " R e l a t i o n s h i p " > 
<rdf s: coniment> 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p of b u s i n e s s to b u s i n e s s 
</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:disjointUnionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="ttSomeDistinctFrom"/> 
<owl: C l a s s r d f :about="#AllDistinctFroin"/> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Equivalent"/> 
</owl .-disjointUnionOf > 
</owl:Class> 
Figure 3.6: Example of Relationship 
3.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we build an abstract BSU framework with in-depth analysis of 
business and service conception. With our BSU framework, we describe our novel 
work on designing and developing a metadata management technique, which focuses 
particularly on the business and services sharing in Web service environments. Dif-
fering with all existing service frameworks for Web services, the BSU framework and 
ontology take into account five new modules including business module, user mod-
ule, business-service relationship module, user-service relationship module and user-
business relationship module. An early version of BSU framework and ontologies have 
been published in the UK e-Science Conference 2004 [51]. 
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Chapter 4 
Importing OWL-BSU Ontologies into 
UDDI and Semantic Matching 
In the previous chapter, we have defined the BSU framework and OWL-BSU which 
can present the framework in a computer-understandable way. In this chapter, we 
present our work which will integrate these approaches with the existing UDDI registry 
so that UDDI can represent a Web service with semantic description information. The 
reason of integration of OWL-BSU and UDDI is that we take the advantage of the 
UDDI popularity and OWL-BSU semantic support into a single, uniform architecture. 
In the foUowings, we will introduce how to integrate OWL-BSU with the current UDDI 
registry. However, the current UDDI query mechanism supports simple keyword exact 
match only, it does not work properly with semantic information (e.g., ontology) which 
is represented by OWL-BSU. Therefore, a new query mechanism, specifically, a new 
matchmaking algorithm that supports semantic information match is necessary. To 
address this problem, we design a simple and effective semantic matching algorithm. 
This chapter is organised as foUowings: Section 4.1 discusses how to integrate OWL-
BSU into the UDDI registry. In the section 4.2, we wil l introduce a semantic matching 
mechanism between service advertisements and user requirements. This chapter will 
be concluded in Section 4.3. 
4.1 Importing OWL-BSU into UDDI 
The methodologies of integration and implementation of OWL-S description into 
the UDDI registry have been discussed in the literature [47]. In the thesis, we will 
employ their methodologies to import OWL-BSU description into the UDDI registry. 
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Section 4.1.1 gives a detailed representation of UDDI. Section 4.1.2 discusses the 
methodologies of importing OWL-BSU into UDDI. 
4.1.1 UDDI representations 
Before adding OWL-BSU semantic description information into the UDDI registry, 
it is necessary to give the details of the UDDI registry. The representation of services 
in UDDI [11] is shown in Figure 4.1. In UDDI, a business is stated as a BusinessEn-
tity object which can store human-understandable information like business name and 
contact information such as the physical address. [20, 22, 11]. The BusinessEntity is 
associated with one or more Business Services which can be provided by the busi-
nesses. A Business Service is associated with one or more Binding Templates that can 
point out the service access end point. 
The representations of businesses in UDDI support to describe the basic informa-
tion of services, for example, how they are named, who to contact to gain information, 
how to invoke them [20, 22, 11]. However, they do not provide any information about 
the service type and descriptions of service capabilities [47]. The important thing in 
the UDDI is that UDDI can provide a data structured which is TModel allowing the 
specification of additional attributes of the entities described in the UDDI. The TModel 
is an identifier that is a unique key assigned to the TModel in form a UUID, and the 
TModel Locators specify information that is used within UDDI to control the use of 
the TModel [11]. 
4.1.2 Integrating OWL-BSU into UDDI 
In the chapter, we import OWL-BSU description into the UDDI registry by using 
the methodologies of [47]. The mapping of OWL-BSU into UDDI Representations 
is shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.4. Due to the OWL-BSU and UDDI are both designed 
for Web services description and discovery, some of attributes of services designed in 
both models are similar and can be mapped directly from OWL-BSU to the UDDI reg-
istry. For example, businessName (OWL-BSU) to Name (UDDI), businessDescription 
(OWL-BSU) to Description (UDDI). Moreover, the OWL-BSU provides a solution for 
allowing semantic description of services such as ontologies. Therefore, some specific 
ontology information in OWL-BSU such as BCategory, relationship are represented 
by using the TModel mechanisms in UDDI. 
In Figure 4.2, the description of the business in the BSU framework is mapped into 
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Figure 4.1: UDDI Service Representation [11] 
an instance of the UDDI BusinessEntity that is used as a representation of the Business. 
If a business with the same information is already available in the UDDI registry that 
business is updated and referenced by the business service description, otherwise a new 
business instance will be created. The mapping of the other attributes of OWL-BSU 
requires the specification of a set of UDDI TModels, one for each attribute of the OWL-
BSU representation. The BusinessService of UDDI records use these TModels to store 
the values of OWL-BSU semantic information. For example, one of the TModels, the 
relationship TModel has a special meaning; it states that the service advertised has an 
OWL-BSU service representation, and its value is the URI of the OWL-BSU service. 
After mapping, OWL-BSU can be completely embedded in UDDI. 
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Figure 4.2: mapping from OWL-BSU to the UDDI representation 
4.2 Semantic Matching 
Although, the OWL-BSU description information has been imported into the UDDI 
registry, without an advanced matching algorithm the query mechanism in UDDI can-
not calculate the relationships in ontology. Therefore, a new matching algorithm that 
support semantic ontology information is necessary. Currently, there are a few seman-
tic matching algorithms, such as literature [50, 39, 41, 38] that can support semantic 
matching with ontologies. These algorithms can be used in our OWL-BSU ontology 
straightforwardly. However, according to the literature [23], the performance of cur-
rent semantic matching algorithms is poor because of the complexity of algorithms. To 
address this problem, we propose a simple and effective semantic matching algorithm 
to calculate the semantic relationships between ontologies [51]. In the semantic match-
ing algorithm, we define three semantic relationships between users requirements and 
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providers advertisements, which are exact match, full match, and part match [51]. 
These semantic relationships are similar to the exact match, plug-in match and relaxed 
match in [38]. The major difference between their relationships and ours is that in their 
approach, the relaxed match contains the plug-in and exact matches, and the plug-in 
match includes exact match; in our approach, exact match, ful l match and part match 
do not contain each other and they are equal in the relation level. The interpretation of 
the semantic algorithm is shown in the foUowings. 
Payment 
SubClassOf 
Post 
payment Telephone bill Credit card 
Visa ( ^ r Mastercard Eurocard 
Standard 
card 
r 
Gold card 
Figure 4.3: payment ontology tree 
Exact match: (request.input = advertisement.output) It is the highest de-
gree of the semantic matching, when users requirements and providers adver-
tisements are equivalent. For example, in Figure 4.3, the service provider reg-
isters the service with a MasterCard in the ontology of the payment. I f a user 
requests a MasterCard service, both the advertisement from the service provider 
and users requirement are same, in this case, we call this situation exact match. 
This is the best case when a user is looking for the specific services and he/she 
exactly knows what he/she wants and can represent the requirement clearly [51]. 
Full match: (request.input < advertisement.output) It is a situation that a 
service provides more capabilities than users request. An example of ful l match 
is the match between a request of Visa card payment and an advertisement of 
credit card payment because the Visa card payment is a sub-service of credit 
card payment in the payment ontology tree, shown in Figure 4.3. The registry 
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will retum the advertisements that are containing not only Visa card payment 
services but also the services that are registered as credit card payments. Some 
of the retumed services can provide more capabilities than requested [51]. 
• Part match: {request.input > advertisement.output) It is a situation that the 
service can only fulf i l a part of user's request. For example, i f a user requests 
a service which can support "Credit card", and the only service available is one 
service that can support "MasterCard". Since "Credit card" is a super set of 
"MasterCard", which is shown in Figure 4.3, and "Credit card" contains two 
more kinds of cards except MasterCard. Therefore, the service registered as 
MasterCard cannot meet all of the user's request, it only can provide a part of 
capability of user's request [51]. 
Algorithm 1 semantic matching algorithm 
domatch(request.input) 
for all advertisements in Repository do 
if request.input = advertisement.output then 
retum exact match 
else if request.input < advertisement.output then 
retum ful l match 
else a request.input > advertisement.output then 
retum part match 
end if 
end for 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented our initial work on integrating OWL-BSU mto 
existing UDDI registry so that UDDI can represent a Web service with semantic de-
scription information. The reason of integration of OWL-BSU and UDDI is that we 
take advantage of the UDDI popularity and OWL-BSU semantic support into a single, 
uniform architectiure. However, the current UDDI query mechanism supports simple 
keyword exact match only, it does not work properly with semantic information (e.g., 
ontology) which is represented by OWL-BSU. Therefore, we develop a simple and 
effective semantic matching algorithm to address this problem. In the next chapter, we 
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will; integrate these approaches! together to implement a p ^ which is a Semarir 
tie: Web Service iSearch Ehgme and! evaluate the retrieval performance of the search 
engine. 
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Chapter 5 
Implementation and Evaluation 
In this chapter, we will integrate our approaches which include the OWL-BSU 
and the semantic matching algorithm together to implement a Semantic Web services 
(SWS) search engine, and then evaluate the retrieval performance of the SWS search 
engine. This chapter is organised as foUowings. Section 5.1 represents the system 
architecture and working progress of SWS search engine. Section 5.2 describes the 
implementation details of the SWS search engine. The system wil l be evaluated in 
Section 5.3, also, the evaluation methodologies, metrics and the experimental results 
will be described and discussed. This chapter wil l be concluded in Section 5.4. 
5.1 Semantic Web Services Search Engine 
In this section, we wil l describe the architecture of SWS search engine, the business 
and service registration progress and the service discovery in principle. 
5.1.1 Architecture 
As we discussed in the previous chapter, OWL-BSU has been integrated with 
UDDI. The SWS search engine is a bridge between the service provider or service re-
quester and the UDDI registry. The architecture of the SWS search engine is shown in 
Figure 5.1, which is similar to the work of Semantic Service Matchmaker [48, 38]. The 
significant difference is that in their architecture OWL-S is employed and our system 
architecture implements with OWL-BSU. The SWS search engine can be smoothly 
incorporated with any UDDI registry and empower the registries with OWL-BSU se-
mantic description and processing. The SWS search engine is fitted into the triangle 
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structure of Web services. In order to integrate the UDDI registry, the SWS search 
engine API will be designed the same as the UDDI API to facilitate the users with a 
seamless connection. Another benefit of integrating OWL-BSU with UDDI is that the 
SWS search engine can compile the current Web service standards and technologies, 
such as SOAP, and WSDL. 
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the SWS search engine 
5.1.2 Business and Service Registrations 
Users need to register their services with the semantic information to the SWS 
search engine. In this subsection, we will show how the process of registration works. 
Figure 5.2 illustrates a Business Registration structure, where general information 
(some information without semantic description) is registered normally including busi-
ness name, business description, CategoryBag, and contact information. The semantic 
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information of Business registration wil l be different in the way that providers need to 
choose which pacific category their business belonging to. 
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Name 
Key Name Value 
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Figure 5.2: Business Registration Structvu-e 
After registering a business, the service provider should register a service of the 
business. A semantic description framework for service registration is illustrated in 
Figure 5.3, which is similar to the Business Registration. In the service registration 
progress, some attributes such as service name, service description and CategoryBag 
are registered without semantic information. Other information including category on-
tologies, resource ontologies, relationship ontologies and user ontologies in the OWL-
BSU service description contain a set of functions that the service is to perform. These 
information will be registered with the ontology category. For example. I f a user wants 
to register their service as a credit card service, it needs to choose the payment ontol-
ogy and select the credit card category. The service registration process is shown in 
Figure 5.4. In the whole registration processing, the user also needs to register User 
ontologies. Resource ontologies and Relationship ontologies based on the BSU frame-
work. After that, the SWS search engine extracts the semantic aimotation and store it 
into the ontology database. 
Service Registration 
Relation Category 
ontoloales 
Resource WSDL Name Description I Category 
ontoloQies •ntoioaies ontoloaies 
Value Name 
Owl-BSU: ObjectProperty 
Figure 5.3: Service Registration Structure 
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5.1.3 Discovery 
The discovery process of the SWS search engine is shown in Figure 5.5. During 
the service discovery, a client sends the request to the SWS search engine. The search 
request should consist of the normal UDDI search fields such as human-readable in-
foramtion such as service name and CategoryBag, and the semantic search items such 
as user ontologies, categories ontologies and so on. Also, users need to choose which 
semantic relationships they want to use. When receiving a request, the semantic match-
ing algorithm of SWS search engine for the ontologies matching engine will use the 
data from the ontologies database to start the matching process. The matching engine 
will search all the possible services that are semantically similar to the service re-
quested in the SWS search engine and UDDI database. Having obtained the matching 
results, the SWS search engine sends back the result lists to the client. 
5.2 Implementation of the SWS Search Engine 
Due to the time limitations of one-year master programme, we cannot implement 
all the functions and ontologies of BSU framework in the prototype of the SWS search 
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Figure 5.5: The process of service (discovery 
engine. In fact, we only build three ontologies in the SWS search engine in terms of 
payment ontology, student ontology and electronic journal ontology. Moreover, we 
simulate the registry and discovery functionality of UDDI registry in the SWS search 
engine. The SWS search engine is implemented by Visual Basic 6.0 and MySQL. 
In the followings, we wil l represent some snapshots of the SWS search engine user 
interface, which consists of Business Registration, Service Registration and Service 
Discovery. 
5.2.1 Business Registration 
The client interface of the SWS search engine for the creation of the Business 
is shown in Figure 5.6. To create a business, users should import Business Name, 
Business Description, Category, and Business Contact information. Business name 
stores the name of the company. CategoryBag stores data categorised on the industry 
type and product type. After having entered all the business information, push the 
"Registration" button in order to execute the registration. In the first version of SWS 
search engine, we do not implement BSU ontologies. The only ontology description 
implemented so far is in the service registration. 
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Figure 5.6: Business Registration 
5.2.2 Service Registration 
After creating a Business, the service provider should register services that belongs 
to the Business. The service registration interface of the SWS search engine is shown 
in Figure 5.7. To create a service, the service provider should import the WSDL file in 
the SWS search engine, and import the ontology annotation using the Ontology Viewer 
(shown in Figure 5.8), which parses ontology files written by OWL-BSU, then show 
them as a graphical tree. The service provider should specify any ontology class which 
is annotated to each parameter by click a node in the window. Once the ontology 
information of service has been choosen, and then the service provider should press on 
the "Registration" button to finish the service registration process. 
5.2.3 Service Discovery 
Figure 5.9 specifies the search interface of SWS search engine. When service 
requester are looking for services. First, service requester should import the service 
name and select a CategoryBag. Second, the service requester may select the ontology 
information through the ontology viewer in Figure 5.8. I f the service provider does 
not select the ontology information, the SWS search engine will retrieve the services 
using simple keyword match only, which makes the search engine exactly same with 
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Figure 5.7: Business Service Registration 
the UDDI registry. 
5.3 Evaluations 
After the implementation of the SWS search engine, an evaluation of the system 
is usually carried out. The type of evaluation to be considered heavily depends on the 
objectives of the system. In the thesis, the objective of the experiments is to evaluate 
the retrieval performance of our approaches including the BSU framework, semantic 
matching algorithm and the SWS search engine. To evaluate the system, we compare 
the retrieval performance of the UDDI registry with the SWS search engine. In the fol-
lowings, we will describe the dateset, evaluation methodologies and the experimental 
results. 
5.3.1 Dataset 
Since, there has been no standard data for evaluating the retrieval performance of 
semantic description and matching of Web services, we simulate thirty Web services 
manually. These Web services are registered into the SWS search engine and the UDDI 
registry. First, the thirty Web services are described by using three BSU ontologies in 
the SWS search engine such as payment ontology, student ontology and electronic 
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Figure 5.8: Ontology Viewer 
journal ontology. Ten Web services are belonging to one ontology respectively. In an-
other word, ten Web services register with payment ontology, ten Web services register 
with student ontology and ten Web services register with electronic journal ontology. 
Second, the same thirty Web services are registered without semantic information into 
the UDDI registry that is simulated by the SWS search engine. Moreover, the SWS 
search engine and UDDI registry need some queries terms for evaluation experiments. 
The queries used in the experiments are the keywords which are extracted from the 
description information of thirty Web services so that the results wil l be guaranteed 
and under the control. Totally, we generated ten query terms for the experiments such 
as "master", "ACM Transactions", "ieee", "agbioform", "master card", "visa", "phone 
bi l l" , "student" and "msc". 
5.3.2 Evaluation Methodology 
The most common measures of retrieval system are precision of the results re-
turned by different systems [18]. In fact, since the service requester's query request 
is inherently vague, in the most cases, the retrieved Web services are not exact an-
swers [18]. Therefore, both the UDDI registry and the SWS search engine require the 
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Figure 5.9: Business Service search 
evaluation of how precise the answer set is. Retrieval performance evaluations have 
been extensively studied m the Information Retrieval communities. We use two com-
mon retrieval metrics to evaluate the precision of both approaches, which are Recall, 
and Precision [18]. 
• Recall is the fraction of the relevant Web services which has been retrieved 
Recall = V 
\A 
• Precision is the relevant fraction of the retrieved Web services 
„ \r 
Precision = 
K\ 
R is the set of Web services stored in the SWS search engine or 
the UDDI registry, in the experiments, we set this a 
fix value 30 due to the total number of Web services is 30. 
A is the set of relevant Web services, in the experiments, we 
define that relevant services include the service exact match, 
full match and part match the users requirements. 
r the intersection of R and A 
I * I size of the set 
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5.3.3 Experimental Results 
A set of experiments were conducted to study the retrieval performance of the SWS 
search engine and the UDDI registry. The first experiment is an initial investigation of 
recall using our BSU framework and semantic matching algorithm comparing with 
the UDDI registry. It wil l show how well the relevant results are returned by differ-
ent approaches. The second experiment studied the effect of precision by using our 
approaches and the UDDI registry. 
Recall 
lUDDI r e g i s t r y 
I SWS search engine 
Figure 5.10: Recall 
Figure 5.10 shows the experimental results of recall of the SWS search engine and 
the UDDI registry by using 10 query terms. From the figure, we can see the best case 
is in Query 7, the recall returned from the SWS search engine is 10 times greater than 
the recall obtained from the UDDI registry. Query 7 is "student". In the simulated 
experimental data, 1 service is registered as "student" and 9 services are registered as 
"undergraduate", "master", "PhD", and other sub-classes of "student". These services 
can fulf i l the part of request, which can be retrieved as part match by the SWS search 
engine but cannot be retrieved by UDDI. Also, we can see the worst case is that recall 
returned from the SWS search engine is 2 times greater than the recall obtained from 
the UDDI registry. For example. Query 5 is "visa". In the simulated experimental data, 
there are 2 services are registered as "visa", and 2 services are registered as "Credit 
card", which can be retrieved as ful l matching by the SWS search engine but cannot be 
retrieved by UDDI. The average of recall of the SWS search engine is 3.3 times greater 
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Figure 5.11: Precision 
Figure 5.11 shows the experimental results of precision of the SWS search engine 
and the UDDI registry by using 10 query terms. As we can see, the precision of the 
UDDI registry is much worse than the results achieved by the SWS search engine. 
The average precision has been improved 3.8 times by using the SWS search engine. 
The best performance comes from Query 7 and the worst one is from Query 5, the 
reasons are same to the previous experiments. However, there are some limitations in 
our experiments: first, the scale of our experiments is very small, in the experiments 
we only randomly built 30 Web services and 10 query terms; the small-scale experi-
ments will influence the accuracy of the results and may prefer the SWS search engine. 
Second, we do not take the system performance under consideration such as response 
time. Therefore, according to current experimental results, our conclusion is that our 
approaches such as the BSU framework, semantic matching algorithm and SWS search 
engine can significantly improve the retrieval performance of Web service discovery 
on two aspects in terms of recall and precision. 
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5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we integrated our approaches which include the OWL-BSU and 
semantic matching algorithm together to implement a Semantic Web services search 
engine, and evaluate the SWS search engine with recall and precision. We describe the 
architecture of the SWS search engine, business and service registration, service dis-
covery, implementation of the SWS search engine in details. Moreover, we present the 
evaluation methodologies, dataset, metrics and the experimental results. The conclu-
sion is that our approaches such as the BSU framework, semantic matching algorithm 
and SWS search engine can significantly improve the retrieval performance of Web 
service discovery on two aspects in terms of recall and precision. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Further Work 
In this chapter, we will sunmiarise the research work in this thesis, go through the 
content of the thesis and discuss our major contributions and significance. Moreover, 
the further research directions will be described. 
6.1 Summary of Thesis 
The work in this thesis provides the new semantic description framework for busi-
ness and service representation and matchmaking in Web service environments. The 
new description framework for business and service is called the business-service-user 
(BSU) framework. We deeply analyse the business and service conceptions and then 
gave the formal definitions of business, service and user in our framework. Also, we 
identify the requirements and aspects that a Web service description framework should 
integrate. The BSU framework is designed and developed for a metadata manage-
ment technique, which focuses particularly on the business and services sharing in 
Web service envirormients. Differing with all existing service frameworks for Web 
services, the BSU framework takes into account five new modules including business 
module, user module, business-service relationship module, user-service relationship 
module and user-business relationship module. After defining the abstract compo-
nents of BSU framework, we present our effort to create ontologies based on the BSU 
framework, which is using Semantic Web technologies, focusing particularly on the 
problems and needs of business and service discovery in Web service envirormients. 
Designing ontology typically consists of three steps. The first step is to group together 
related resources in order to create an ontology. The second step is to define various 
meaningful properties for each class of the ontology. The third step is to write the class 
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and properties into the semantic markup languages such as OWL and the new work is 
named OWL-BSU, which is a machine-understandable language. 
With the above work, we present our work which wil l integrate these approaches 
with existing UDDI registry so that UDDI can represent a Web service with seniantic 
description information. The reason of integration of OWL-BSU and UDDI is that we 
take advantage of the UDDI popularity and OWL-BSU semantic support into a single, 
uniform architecture. We introduce how to integrate OWL-BSU with the current UDDI 
registry. However, the current UDDI query mechanism supports simple keyword exact 
match only, it does not work properly with semantic information (e.g., ontology) which 
is represented by OWL-BSU. Therefore, a new query mechanism, specifically, a new 
matchmaking algorithm that supports semantic information match is necessary. To 
address this problem, we design a simple and effective semantic matching algorithm. 
The new matchmaking algorithm defines three semantic relationships for matching 
which are exact match, full match, and part match. 
Then, we integrated our approaches which include the OWL-BSU and semantic 
matching algorithm together to implement a Semantic Web service search engine. The 
Semantic Web service search engine is a prototype of search engine for business and 
service discovery with semantic based OWL-BSU description in Web service environ-
ments. We discussed the architecture of the SWS search engine, business and service 
registration, service discovery, implementation of the SWS search engine. We evalu-
ate the retrieval performance of SWS search engine. The evaluation methodologies, 
dataset, metrics and experimental results are discussed in Chapter 5. According to the 
experimental results, we found that our approaches can iniprove the retrieval perfor-
mance of We service discovery on two aspects in terms of recall and precision. 
6.2 Contributions 
There are four contributions in the thesis. The first and major contribution of the 
thesis is the BSU framework, which are more sophisticated than any existing descrip-
tion frameworks in Web services. Current standards such as WSDL and UDDI are 
designed to provide descriptions of message transport, interface, physical attributes in 
terms of name, address, business description and service description. Both WSDL and 
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UDDI cannot represent service description information in unambiguous and computer-
understandable forms. OWL-S and DAML-S provide much better solutions for de-
scribing Web services, they have special service description framework and repre-
sented by prevailing Semantic Web language such as OWL and DAML. Unfortunately, 
a number of essential properties representing Web services are out of the frameworks 
of OWL-S and DAML-S such as the business class and user class, both of them have 
significant influence on the service discovery quality. Compared with OWL-S and 
DAML-S, BSU framework and OWL-BSU take into account five new modules includ-
ing business module, user nrtodule, business-service relationship module, user-service 
relationship module and user-business relationship module. 
The second and major contribution of the thesis is OWL-BSU. We represent these 
new models by the Semantic Web language to make them computer-vmderstandable, 
which is OWL-BSU. The description information of OWL-BSU is far more beyond 
to the cimrent OWL-S and DAML-S. The ful l version of OWL-BSU is shown in the 
Appendix. 
The third contribution of this thesis is that we proposed a simple and effective se-
mantic matching algorithm. Currently, there are a few semantic matching algorithms, 
such as literature [50, 39, 41] that can support semantic matching with ontologies. 
These algorithms can be used in our OWL-BSU ontology. However, according to the 
literature [23], the perforinance of current semantic niatching algorithms is poor be-
cause of the complexity of algorithms. To address the problem, we propose a simple 
and effective semantic matching algorithm to calculate the semantic relationships be-
tween ontologies [51]. 
The fourth contribution of the thesis is an engineering contribution which is the 
Semantic Web Service Search Engine. The SWS search engine is implemented by 
the OWL-BSU and semantic matching algorithm, which is evaluated by recall and 
precision. 
6.3 Further Research 
In this thesis, we addressed the problems of semantic-based representing and dis-
covery Web services based on the capabilities that services provide. Our work still 
have some limitations. First, the experiments scale are small, do not take considera-
tion of query response time. Therefore, other respects of evaluation experiments will 
be considered in the further. Second, there are still a lot of Business and Services 
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characteristics out of our description framework and ontologies. Thisis an enabling 
solutionthat opens the door tothe semantic description that will ultimately provide the 
semantic functionality to the user.In the future, we will find out more Business and 
Service characteristics and integrate them into our description framework. Third, the 
semantic matching algorithm needs to be evaluated and compared with current seman-
tic matching algorithms. Fourth, because of the time limitation, some aspects in the 
BSU framework are highly abstract and need to be detailed in the future. 
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Appendix A 
Upper Ontology for Business, Service and User 
Upper Ontology for Business—Business.owl 
Source: http://www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business/Business.owl 
< ? x m l version="1.0" ?> 
- <!--
- -> 
<rdf:RDFxmlns:rdf=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns: rdfs="ht tp : / /www.w3.org /2006 /01 / rd f -schema#" 
xmlns:owl=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / o w l # " 
xmlns=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w l # " > 
<owl;Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Business.owl ,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 6 01:56:34 martin Exp $ < / o w l : v e r s i o n l n f 0 3 
< rdfs:comment>Top level of O W L ontology for serv ices . Part of the O W L - B S U ontology; s e e 
h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness / .< / rd fs :co inment> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- <!--
- -> 
- < ! - -
- - > 
< owl: O a s s rdf: I D=" Busi ness" > 
<rdfs:label> Business</rdfs:label> 
< rdfs;comment> See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! - -
- -> 
. <owl:aass rdf:lD="Content"> 
< rdfs:label> BusinessContent</rdfs:lat3el> 
< rdfs:comment> S e e comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! -
- - > 
; <owt:aass rdf:ID="User"> 
< rdfs:label> BusinessUser</rdfs:label> 
< rdfs:comment>See comrtients above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Glass> 
- <!--
- - > 
<6wl:aass rctf:ID="Relationship"> 
< rdfs:label> BusinessRelationship</rdfs:label> 
< rclfs:comment> See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="presents"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on thiis property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rdf: resource^" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / b w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w l # B u s i n e s s " 
/ > 
<rdfs: range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s l # B u s l n e s s C o n t e 
nt" /> 
< owl: inverseOf 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s l n e s s / B u s i n e s s # p r e s e n t e d B y " 
/ > 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf;ID="presentedBy"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are^ no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w i # B u s i n e s s C 
ontent" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w l # B u s i n e s s " 
/ > 
< owl: inverseOf 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w l # p r e s e n t s " 
/ > 
< / owl: ObjectProperty > 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ip="isPresentedBy"> 
< rdfs:comment>deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#presentedBy" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
£ < owl: ObjectProperty rdf:ID=" provides"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#Bus iness" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s # B u s i n e s s U s e r " 
/ > 
< owl: inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#prov idedBy" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
£ <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="providedBy"> 
<rdfs;commeht>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs: domain 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w I - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s # B u s l n e s s U s e r " 
/> 
< rdf s: range 
rd f : resource="h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#Bus iness" /> 
< owl: InverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#prov ides" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
£ <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isProvidedBy"> 
< rdfs:comment> deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equlvalentProperty rdf: resource="#providedBy" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- < ! -
- - > 
£ < owl: ObjectProperty rdf:ID="supporttedBy"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus lness /Bus iness#Bus iness" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s # B u s i n e s s F t e s o u 
rce" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#suppor ts" /> 
< /owl: ObjectProperty> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="supports"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s # B u s i n e s s F t e s o u 
rce" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#Bus iness" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#presents" /> 
</owl: C)bjectProperty> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isSupporttedBy"> 
< rdfs:comment> deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf: resource="#supporttedBy" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- <!--
- -> 
• <owl;ObjectProperty rdf:ID="has"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#Bus iness" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf: re source=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s # B u s i n e s s R e l a t i 
onship" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rdf:resource="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business/Business#belongsTo° /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
^ <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="belongsTo"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:domain 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s # B u s i n e s s R e l a t i 
onship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#Bus iness" /> 
<owl:inverseOf rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness#has" 
/> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- <owl:ObjectPrpperty rdf:ID="isBelongsTo"> 
< rdfs:comment>deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#belongsTo" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Business—Content.owl 
Source: http://www.clur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business/Content.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ? > 
- <!--
--> 
<rdf:RpFxmlhs:rdf=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . o r g / 1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmins;rdfs="http: / /www.w3.org/20p0/01 / r d f - s c h e m a # " 
xmlns:owl=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / o w l # " 
xmlns:xsd="http: / /www.w3.org/2C)01/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:bus iness="ht tp ; / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /bus iness /Bus iness .owl#" 
xmlns:user=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / U s e r . o w l # " 
xmlns:relationship="http:/ /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ owl -bsu /bus iness /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#" 
xmlns="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu / servtce/GDntent.owl#"> 
< owl: Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Content.owl,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 13:32:14 $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:cgmment> O W L ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Contents). T h i s file belongs to the 
d W L - B S U 0.5 beta Release. Initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zhang@dur.ac.uk)and 
William S o n g (w.w.song@dur.ac.uk).</rdifs:comment> 
< rdfs: see Also rdfi"resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . u k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e " /> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business" /> 
- < ! - - > 
<owl:imports rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness /Business .owl" /> 
< owl: imports 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business/Relat ionship .owl" /> 
<owl:Imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business /User .owr ' /> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- < ! - - > 
. <) . . - > 
. < ! - . - > 
- <!-- --> 
- <!-- --> 
- < ! - -
<owl:aass rdf:ID="Content"> 
<rdfs:label>Content</rdfs:latjel> 
< rdfs:subGlassOf 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w l # B u s i n e s s e 
ontent" /> 
<rdfs:comment>Definition of BusinessContent</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! - - - > 
- < ! - - - - > 
- <!-- -> 
- < l - - > 
- <!-- --> 
- <!--
- -> 
• <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="businessName"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Content" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema# string" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
- <owl:Class rdf:about="#Content"> 
<rdfs:comment> A content c a n have only one name</rdfs:comment> 
- < rdfs:subClass6f> 
- <owl: Restriction owl:cardinality="1"> 
<owt:onProperty rdf;resource="#businessName" /> 
</owl: Restriction> 
</rdfs:subeiassOf> 
</owl:Glass> 
- < ! - - - > 
- < ! - - > 
. < ! - - - > 
- <!-- --> 
- < ! - - > 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="businessDescription"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Content" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf :resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Content"> 
<rdfs:cornment>A content c a n have only one service description</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
• <owl:Restriction owl:cardinality="1"> 
< owl: on Property rdf:resource="#businessDescription" /> 
</owl:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
<!-- - > 
< ! - --> 
<!-- --> 
<!-- --> 
<!-- --> 
- <!--
- -> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:lD="cpntactlnformation"> 
<rclfs:domain rclf:resource="#Content" /> 
< / owl: dbjectProperty > 
- < ! - --> 
- <!-. - > 
. < ! - --> 
- <!-- --> 
- < ! - - - -> 
< rdf:Prpperty rdf:ID="businessCategory"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Content" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#BusinessCategory" /> 
</rdf:Property> 
- <!--
- -> 
< owl: DatatypeProperty rdf; I D=" BcategoryName" > 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#BusinessCcitegory" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSehemattstr ing" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
- <!--
- -> 
<owl:Class rdf;about="#BusinessC&tegory"> 
<rdfs:cpmment>a BusinessCategory is restricted to refer to only onename</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction owl:cardinality=" 1 "> 
< owl: on Property rdf:resource="#BcategoryName" /> 
</owl: Restrictlon> 
</rdfs:subGlassOf> 
</owt:Class> 
- < ! - -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Btaxonpmy"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#BusinessC&tegory" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XIVILSchema*str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- . -> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#BerviceCategory"> 
<rdfs:comment>a BusinessCategory is restricted to refer to only one Btaxonomy</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOfe-
<owl:Ftestriction owl:cardjnallty=°1"> 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#Btaxpnomy" /> 
< / owl: Ftestriction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! - -
- < ! - -
- < ! -
<l-
<!- -> 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="Relationship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relationsfiip" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Relatioiiship" /> 
</rdf:Prbperty> 
<owl:batatypeProperty rdf:ID="B2BRelatipnship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
<rdfs;range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # B 2 B R e l 
ationship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:batatypeProperty rdf:ID="B2SRel.atipnship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource=°ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /bus iness /Re la t )onsh ip .owl#B2SRel 
ationship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="B2BRelationship" /> 
- <!--
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ip="SomeDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http: / /www.dur.ac.ul</ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business/Relat ionship.owl#SonneDi 
stinctFrorh" /> 
</owi: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AIIDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#A I ID is t i 
nctFrom" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Equivalenf'> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t tp : / /wvyw.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#Equtva l 
ent" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
< l -
- - > 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="B2SFtelationship" /> 
- < l " 
- -> 
< owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SomePropertiesTo"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2SRelationship" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf: resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S o m e P 
ropertiesFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < l -
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AIIPropertiesTo"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2SRelationship" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t l o n s h i p . o w l # A l l P r o p 
ert iesFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! - - -> 
- < ! " - -> 
- < ! - - - > 
- < ! - - - - > 
- < l - - > 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="usertJame"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf : resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ip="userDescription"> 
<rdfs:doriiain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resourGe="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- -> 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="userCategory"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf;resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / U s e r . o w l # U s e r C a t e g o r y " 
/ > 
</rdf: Property > 
- < ! -
<owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ip="Location"> 
<rdfs:domaln rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /bus iness /User .owl#Locat ion" /> 
</bwl: DatatypeProperty> 
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="userQuality"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness /User .owl#userQual i ty" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Business—User.owl 
Source: http://www.clur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business/User.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
<rdf:RDFxmlns:rdf="http:/ /www.w3.org/1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syntax -ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http: / /www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf -schema#" 
xmlns;owl="ht tp: / /www.w3.org/2062/07/owl#" 
xmlns:xsd=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 1 / X M L S c h e m a # " 
xmlns:business="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / Service.owl#" 
xmlns:content="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Content .owl*" 
xmlns: Relationship="http:/ /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ owl -bsu /serv ice /Re la t ionship .owl#" 
xmlns="h t tp : / /www.dur .aG .uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /se rv ice /User .ow l#"> 
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: User .owl ,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 13:32:14 $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:comment>OWL ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Resource) . Th is file belongs to the 
O W L - B S U 0.5 beta Release. Initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zharig@dur.ac.uk)and 
William S o n g (w.w.song@dur.ac.uk).</rdfs:cprnment> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business" /> 
- < ! - - > 
<owl:imports rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness /Business .owr ' /> 
<owl:imports rdf:resource= " h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . u k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / C o n t e n t . o w l " /> 
< owl; imports 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business/Relat ionship .owr ' /> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- < ! - - > 
. < ! - . - -> 
- < ! - - - - > 
- < ! - T - > 
<! 
<!-
<owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID=" userName"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf : resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="userDescription"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf : resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
< rdf: Property rdf: I D=" userCategory" > 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / U s e r . o w l # U s e r C a t e g o r y " 
/ > 
</rdf:Prbperty> 
- - > 
<ovyl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Location"> 
<rdifs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /bus iness /User .owl#Locat ion" /> 
</owr: batatypeProperty> 
<owl:DatatypePrdperty rdf:lD="userQuality"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
< rdfs: range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness /User .pwl#userQual i ty" /> 
< /owl: DatatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Business—Relationship.owl 
Source: 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business/Relationship.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
_ < ! -
- -> 
<rdf:RDFxmIns:rdf=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . o r g / 1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs= " h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f - s c h e m a # " 
xmlns:owl=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . 0 r g / 2 O O 2 / 0 7 / o w l # " 
xmlns:xsd="htt p: / / w ww.w3.org/2001 / X M L S c h e m a # " 
xmlns:business=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / B u s i n e s s . o w l # " 
xmlns:content=°h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhar1g /9wl -bsu / serv ice / Content.owl#" 
xmlns:user=° h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / U s e r . o w l # " 
xmlns="http:/ / www.dur .ac.uk/ ye . zhang /owl -bsu / service/Relat ionship.bwl# "> 
<ow):Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Relat ionship.owl,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 1 3:32:14 $</owl:versipnlnfo> 
<rdfs:comment>OWL ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Resource) . Th is file belongs to the 
O W L - B S U 0.5 beta Release, Initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zhang@dur.ac.uk)and 
William S o n g (w.w.song@dur.ac.uk).</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac ,uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business" /> 
<l-
--> 
<owl:imports rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness /Business .owr ' /> 
<owl:imports rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/bus iness /Content .owr /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business /User .owr ' /> 
</owl:Oitology> 
- < ! - " > 
- < ! - - > 
- < ! - - -> 
- < ! " - -> 
• < ! -
-. < ! -
- - > 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="Relationship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relatibnship" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
</rdf: Property > 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="B2BRelationship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resc>urce="#Relationship" /> 
<rdifs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # B 2 B R e l 
atiohship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:DatatypePrpperty rdf:ID="B2SFtelationship"> 
<rdfs:domaln rdf:resdurce="#Relationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # B 2 S R e l 
ationship" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:aass rdf:lD="B2BRelationship" /> 
r <!--
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SomeDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2BRelationshlp" /> 
< rdf s: range „ ^ . 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S o m e D i 
stinctFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- - > 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AIIDistinctFrom"> 
• <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf: resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /bus iness /Re la t iohsh ip .ow l#A l lD is t i 
nctFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- -> 
<owl:IDatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Equivalent"> 
• <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # E q u i v a l 
ent" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < l " " > 
<owl:aass rdf:ID=°B2SFtelationship" /> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SomePropertiesTo"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf: resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S o m e P 
ropertiesFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- <! - -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AIIPropertiesTo"> 
' <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#B2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs: range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # A I I P r o p 
ert iesFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Service—Service.owl 
Source: http://www.dur.ac.uk/ve.zhang/owl-bsu/service/Service.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
- <!--
--> 
<rdf:RDFxnntns:rdf=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns:rdts= " h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f - s c h e m a # " 
xmlns:owl=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / o w l # " 
xmlns=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # " > 
<owl: Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Service.owl,v 0 .5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 23:56:34 martin Exp $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:comment>Top level of O W L ontology for serv ices . Part of the O W L - B S U ontology; s e e 
http:/ /w W W . dur .ac .uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice / .< / rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- <!--
--> 
- < l - - > 
<owl:aass rdf: ID=" Service" > 
< rdfs: label> Service< / rdf s: label> 
<rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! -
— > 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="Content"> 
' <rdfs:label>ServlceContent</rdfs:label> 
< rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- <!--
--> 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="Operation"> 
< rdf s:label> ServiceOperat ion</ rdf s: label> 
< rdfs:comment> See comments above</rdfs:Gomment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="Resource"> 
< rdfs:label> ServlceResource</rdfs:label> 
< rdfs:comment> See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! -
- -> 
; <owl:aass rdf:ID="User"> 
< rdf s: label> ServiceUser< / rdf s:label> 
<rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! -
- -> 
• <owl:aass rdf:ID="Relationship"> 
' <rdfs:label>ServiceRelationship</rdfs:label> 
<rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:aass> 
- < ! -
--> 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="presents"> 
' <rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv iceConten 
t" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice /Serv ice .owl#presentedBy" 
/ > 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="presentedBy"> 
" <rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:domain 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e C o n t e n 
t" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#presents" /> 
< / owl: ObjectProperty > 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isPresentedBy"> 
~ <rdfs:comment>deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#presentedBy" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- < ! -
- -> 
- <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="describedBy"> 
" <rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e O p e rat 
ion" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#descr ibes" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- < owl: ObjectProperty rdf:lD="isDescribedBy"> 
~ <rdfs:comment>deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf: resource="#describedBy" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- <owI:Class rdf:about="#Service"> 
< rdfs:comment> A service h a s O or 1 operations. (But note that a serv ice with 0 operations does 
not provide automated online a c c e s s ; it exists only for discovery purposes; that is, it exists s o 
a s to provide aContent.)</rdfs:comment> 
- <rdfs:subClassOf> 
£ <owl:Restriction owl:maxCardinality="1 "> 
<ovyl: on Property rdf;resource="#describedBy" /> 
</owl: Rest rictlon> 
< / rdfs:subClass01> 
</owl:aass> 
£ <owl:bbjectProperty rdf:ID="describes"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property. That is, the same service 
operation can be used by many different services.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e O p e r a t 
ion" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
< owl: inverseOf 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a h g / 6 w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # d e s c r i b e d B y " 
/ > 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
- <!--
--> 
£ < owl: ObjectProperty rdf:ID="provides" > 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e U s e r " 
/ > 
< owl: inverseOf 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # p r o v i d e d B y " 
/> 
</owl: Object Property> 
£ <o\A/l: ObjectProperty rdf:ID="providedBy"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e U s e r " 
/ > 
< rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
< owl: inverseOf 
rd f : respurce="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice /Serv ice .owl#prov ides" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
£ <owl;ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isProvidedBy"> 
< rdfs:comment> deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equlvalentProperty rdf:resource="#providedBy" /> 
< /owl: ObjectProperty> 
- < ! - -
- -> 
£ <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="supporttedBy"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf: resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e R e s o u r 
ce" /> 
< owl: inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice /Serv ice .owl#suppor ts" /> 
</owl: GbjectProperty> 
£ <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="supports"> 
<:rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:domain 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v l c e . o w l # S e r v i c e R e s o u r 
ce" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" l> 
< owl: inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#presents" /> 
</pwl: ObjectProperty> 
£ < owl: ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isSupporttedBy"> 
< rdfs:comment>deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#supporttedBy" /> 
</owl:ObjectProperty> 
- <!--
--> 
£ <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="has"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rclfs:domain 
rd f : res6urce= ' 'h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=°http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/Service.owl#Serv(ceRelat io 
nship" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv lce / Servlce.owl#belongsTo" /> 
< /owl; ObjectProperty> 
<owl:dbjectProperty rdf:ID="belongsTo"> 
<rdfs:comment>There are no cardinality restrictions on this property.</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs: domain 
rclf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . 2 h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / S e r v i c e . o w l # S e r v i c e R e l a t i o 
nship" /> 
<rdfs: range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv ice" /> 
<owl:inverseOf 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#has" /> 
< / owl: ObjectProperty> 
• <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:lD="isBelohgsTo"> 
' < rdfs:cbmrTient> deprecated form</rdfs:comment> 
<owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#belongsTo" /> 
< /owl: ObjectProperty> 
</rdf:RbF> 
Upper Ontology for Service—Content.owl 
Source: http://www.dur.ae.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/Content.owl 
<?xml versidn="1.0" ? > 
- < l -
- -> 
<rdf:RpFxmlns:rdf=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . o r g / 1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http : / / w w w . w 3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f - s c h e m a # " 
xmlns:owl=" h t t p : / / w v y w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / o w l # " 
xmlns:xsd=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 1 / X M L S c h e m a # " 
xmlns:serv ice="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Service.owl#" 
xmlns:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . p w l # " 
xmlns:operation="http://www. dur.ac.uk/ ye .zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Opera t ion .owl#" 
xmlns:user='' h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / U s e r . o w l # " 
xmlns:relationship="http:/ /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ owl -bsu/ service/Relat ionship.owl#" 
xmlns="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu / service/CDntent .owl#"> 
< owl: Ontology rdf:about="" > 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Content.owl,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 13:32:14 $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:comment>OWL ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Contents). Th is file belongs to the 
O W L - B S J 6.5 beta Release. Initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zhang@dur.ac.uk)and 
William Song (w.w.song(Sdur.ac.uk).</rdfs:comment> 
< rdf s: see Also rdf :resourde=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . u k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e " /> 
< rdf s: see Also rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . u k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / b u s i n e s s " /> 
- < ! > 
<owl;imports rdf : respurce="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Service.owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Operation.owl" /> 
<owl:Imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /wvyw.dur .ac .uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice/Resource.owr ' /> 
<owl:imports rdf:resource="htt jo: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Relationship.owl" 
/ > 
<owl:lmports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / User.owl" /> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- < ! - -> 
- < ! - - > 
- < ! - - -> 
. < ! -
- < ! - - > 
- <! -
--> 
<owl .aass rdf:ID="Content"> 
< rdf s : label> Content< / rdf s : label> 
<rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf : resource= ' 'h t tp: / /www.dur .ac .Uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsLi /serv ice /Serv ice .owl#Serv iceConten 
t" /> 
<rdfs:comment> Definition of Serv ice Content</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! - - - > 
- <!-- - > 
- < ! - - > 
- < ! - - - > 
- < ! - - - > 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="serviceName"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Content'' /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resdurce="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</ow1: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:Class rdf:abput="#Content"> 
<rdfs:comment> A content can have only one name</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction owl:cardlnality="1°> 
<owl:bhProperty rdf:resource="#serviceName" /> 
</owl: Restriction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
. < ! - - > 
- < ! - - > 
. < ! - . - > 
- <!-- --> 
- < ! - --> 
- <!--
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="serviceDescription"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Content" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XIVILScherna*str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- <!--
- -> 
• <owl:eiass rdf:about="#Content"> 
<rdfs:comment> A content can have only one service description</rdfs:comment> 
- < rdfs:subClassOf> 
• < owl: Ftestriction owl:cardinality=" 1"> 
< owl: on Property rdf:resburce="#servicelDescription" /> 
</owl: f=iestriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
. < ! - - > 
< l -
< 
- - > 
<! 
<!-
!--
i - - - > 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID=°serviceCateg6ry"> 
<rdfs:ddrnaih rdf:resource="#Content" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ServiceCategory" /> 
</rdf: Property > 
<owl:DatatypePrpperty rdf:ID="ScategoryName"> 
<rdfs:domaih rdf:resource="#ServiceC&tegory" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ServiceCategory"> 
<rdfs:comment>a ServiceC&tegory is restricted to refer to only onename</rdfs;comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction owl:cardinality="1 "> 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#ScategoryName" /> 
</ovyl:Restriction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owt:Class> 
_ < ! -
- - > 
<ovyl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Staxonomy"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ServiceG&tegory" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypePrbperty> 
- -> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ServiceCategory"> 
<rdfs:cqmment>a ServiceC^tegory is restricted to refer to only one Staxonomy</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Ftestriction owl:cardinality=" 1 "> 
< owl: on Property rdf:resource="#Staxonomy" /> 
</owl: Ftestriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
- < | - - - > 
. < ! „ - - > 
- < ! - - > 
. <!-. --> 
- < ! - - - - > 
- < ! - -
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="serviceFuntionality"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Profile" /> 
< rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http: / /dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ o w l -bsu /se rv ice / Operation.owl#Funtionality" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
< owl: ObjectPrbperty rdf: I D=" I n put" > 
<rdfs:subPropertydf rdf:resource="#serviceFuntipnality" /> 
<rclfs:range rdf;resource="http:/ /dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / Operation.owl#lnput" /> 
< /ovyl: ObjectProperty> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Output"> 
< rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:res6urce="#serviceFuntionality" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / Operation.owl#Output" 
/ > 
< /owl: ObjectPrpperty> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Precondition"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#serviceFuntionality" /> 
<rdfs:rarige 
rdf:resource=°http:/ /clur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ o w l -bsu /se rv ice / Operation.owl#Precondition" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty> 
<owl;ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Effect"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#serviceFuntionality" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http:/ /dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ ow l -bsu /se rv ice / Operation.owl#Effect" /> 
< /owl: ObjectPrbperty> 
< owl: ObjectProperty rdf:lD="Operation"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:reso,urce="#serviceFuntionality" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf:resource="http: / /dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ o w l -bsu /se rv ice / Operation.owl#operation" /> 
</owl: ObjectProperty > 
<! - - - - > 
< ! " - -> 
<!-- --> 
< l - --> 
< rdf:Property rdf:ID="serviceState"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Content" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ServiceState" /> 
</rdf:Property> 
<owl:DatatypeProp)erty rdf:ID="lnit"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resdurce="#ServlceState" /> 
< rdf s : range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . u k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / Operation.owl # I nit" /> 
< /owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ServiceState"> 
<rdfs:comment>a ServiceState is restricted to refer to only I nit</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subGlassOf> 
<owl:Restriction owl:cardinality=" 1 "> 
< owl: on Property rdf:resource="# I nit" /> 
</owl: RestrictiGn> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:aass> 
<owl:DatatyfDeProperty rdf:ID="Deactivated"> 
<rdfs:dbmain rdf:resource="#ServiceState" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / Operat ion.owl#Deactivate 
d" /> 
</owt: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
• <owl:Class rdf:about="#ServiceState"> 
< rdfs:comnnent>a ServiceState is restricted to refer to only Deactivated</rdfs:comment> 
• <rdfs:subClassOf> 
• < owl: Ftestriction owl: cardlnality=" 1" > 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#Deactivated" /> 
</owl: Ftestriction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
- <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="WaitForGoar'> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ServiceState" /> 
< rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / Operat ion.owl#WaitForGoa 
I" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
< dwNGIass rdf :about=" #ServiceSt ate" > 
<rdfs:cornment>a ServiceState is restricted to refer to only WaitFbrGoak/rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClasisbf> 
<owl:Restriction owl:cardinality="1 "> 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#WaitForQoal" /> 
< /owl: Rest riction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
<owl:batatypeProperty rdf:ID="ReceivePlan"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ServiceState" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / Operation.owl#ReoeivePla 
n" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ServioeState"> 
<rdfs;comment>aServiceState is restricted to refer to only ReceivedPlan</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
< owl: Restrict Ion owl: card! nal ity =" 1" > 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#ReceivePlan" /> 
< / owl: Rest r icti on > 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
<ovyl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="PlanReceived"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ServiceState" /> 
< rdf s : range 
rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/ow1-bsu/service/ Operat ion.owl#PlanReceiv 
ed" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ServiceState"> 
<rdfs:comment>a ServiceState is restricted to refer to only PlanReceived</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
< owl: Restriction owl; cardinality=" 1" > 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#PlanReceived" /> 
</owl: Restriction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
< owl: Datatype Property rdf:ID="lnProgress"> 
<rdfs:domaih rdf:resource="#ServiceState" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / Operation.owltt lnProgress 
" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < l -
- -> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ServiceState"> 
< rdfs:corhrnent>a ServiceState is restricted to refer to only lnProgress</rdfs:comment> 
< rdfs:subClassOf> 
< owl: Restriction owl:cardinality=" 1"> 
< owl: on Property rdf:resource="# I nProgress" /> 
</owt:Restriction> 
< / rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
- < ! - - > 
- < ! - - -> 
- < ! - - > 
<! I — 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="Relationship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relationship° /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
</rdf:Property> 
<owl:PatatypeProperty rdf:ID=°S2SHelationship"> 
<rdfs:ciomain rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf :resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#S2SRe la t 
ionship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="S2Bi=telationship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relatlonship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S 2 B R e l a t 
ionship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! 7 -
--> 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="S2SRelationship" /> 
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SomeDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:reJource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r y i c e / R e l a t i o n s h i p . p w l # S o m e D i s 
tinctFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- - > 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AIIDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf: resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#A I ID is t in 
ctFrorri" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ip="Equivalent"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf;resource="http:/ / www.dur .ac.uk/ ye . zhang /owl -bsu / serv ice /Relat ionship .owl#Equivale 
nt" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
~ > 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="S2BRelationship" /> 
- <!--
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SomePropertiesFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resdurce="#S2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S o m e P r o 
peirtiesFrbm" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AIIPrbpertiesFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf :resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /se rv ice /Re la t ionsh ip .ow l#A I IP rope 
rtiesFrom" /> 
< /owl: DatatypeProperly> 
- < ! - --> 
- < l - --> 
- < ! - --> 
- < ! - --> 
- < ! - --> 
<l-
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:lD="userName"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchenna#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="userDescription"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchenna#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
< rdf: Property rdf: 1 D=" userCategory" > 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/User .owl#IJserC&tegory" /> 
</rdf: Property > 
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Location"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User° /> 
<rdfs:rangerdf :resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/User .owl#Locat ion" 
/ > 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="userQuality"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice/ User.owl# userQuality" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! - . - -> 
. < ! - . - > 
. < ! - - > 
- < ! - - T - > 
- < ! - - > 
- < ! " 
- -> 
< rdf:Property rdf: ID="serviceResource"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Flesource" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ServiceResource" /> 
</rdf:Property> 
- - > 
<owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="RespurceProperties"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # R e s o u r c e P r 
operties" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
- < l -
<owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="RenewableReferences"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range ^ 
rc | f : resource= 'h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Resource .owl#RenewableR 
eferences" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
--> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="ResourceLlfetime"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # R e s o u r c e L i f 
etime" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! " 
- - > 
<owl:DatatypieProperty rdf:ID="ServiceGroup"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # S e r v i c e G r o u 
P" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProfjerty rdf:ID="BaseFaults"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # B a s e F a u l t s " 
/ > 
</bwl: DatatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Service—Resource.owl 
Source: http://www. dur.ac. uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/ Ftesou rce.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
<rdf:RDFxmlns:rdf="http:/ /www.w3.org/1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns: rdfs="ht tp : / /www.w3.org /2000 /01 / rd f -schema#" 
xmlns:owl="ht tp ; / /www.w3.prg /2002 /07 /owl#" 
xmlns:xsd=" htt p: / / w ww.w3.org /2bb l / X M L S c h e m a * " 
xmlns:service="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owlTbsu/ serv ice/ Service.owl#" 
xmlns:content="http: / /vyww.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Content.owl#" 
xmlns:pperation="http://www.dur.ac.uk/ ye .zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Opera t ion .owl#" 
xmlns:user=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / p w l - b s u / s e r - v i c e / U s e r . Q w l # " 
xmlns:relationship="http:/ /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ ow l -bsu / serv ice/Relat ionship.owl#" 
xrr i lns="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l * " > 
; <owl:6ntology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Resource .owl ,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 13:32:14 $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:cpmment>OWL ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Resource) . Th is file belongs to the 
O W L - B S U 0.5 beta Release. Initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zhang@dur.ac.uk)and 
William Song (w.w.sohg<iidur.ac.uk),</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf :resource="http: / /vyww.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/business" /> 
- < ! -
--> 
<bwl:imports rdf:resource="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhiang/pwl-bsu/ serv ice / Service.owl" /> 
<owl:irnports rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Operation.owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.ciur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/C6nteht .owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Relationship.owl" 
/> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / User.owl" /> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- < ! - --> 
- < ! - --> 
- < ! - - > 
. < ! - - > 
. < ! - . - > 
- <!--
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="serviceResource"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ServiceResource" /> 
</rdf: Property > 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="ResourceProperties"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # R e s o u r c e P r 
operties" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- -> 
< owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:Ip=" RenewableReferences"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # R e n e w a b l e R 
efe rences" /> 
</owl: batatypeProperty> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="ResouroeLifetime"> 
<rdfs:domaln rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # R e s o u r c e L i f 
etime" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="ServiceGrpup"> 
<rdfs:dpmain rdf:i'esource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # S e r v i c e G r o u 
p" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="BaseF^ults"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Resource" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rd f : resource="ht tp : / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu /serv ice /Resource .owl#BaseFaul ts 
/ > 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Service—User.owl 
Source: http://www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/User.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
- < l -
<rdf;RDFxnil.ns:xdf="h_ttp://www.w3.brg/1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="ht tp: / /www.w3.org /2d00/b1 / rdf -schenna#° 
xmlns:owl="ht tp : / /www.w3.org /2p02 /07 /owl#" 
xmlns:xsd=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 1 / X M L S c h e m a # " 
xmlns:serv ice="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice/ Serv|ce.owl#" 
xmlns:content="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zharig/owl-bsu/ serv ice/ Content.owl#" 
xmlns:operation="http://www.clur.ac.uk/ ye .zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Opera t ion .owl#" 
xmlns:Relationship="http:/ /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ owl -bsu /serv ice /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#" 
xmlns:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # " 
xmlns="http:/ / vyww.dur.ae.uk/ ye.zh 'ang/owl-bsu/ serv ice /Relat ionship .owl#"> 
< owl: Ontology fdf:about=""> 
' <owl:versionlnfo>$ld: User .owl ,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 13:32:14 $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:comment>OWL ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Resource) . Th is file belongs to the 
OVVL-BSU 0.5 beta Release, initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zhang@dur.ac.uk)and 
William Song (w.w.song@dur.ac.uk).</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice" /> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resburce="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/business" /> 
- < l -
--> 
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/ovyl-bsu/ serv ice / Service.owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf :resource=°http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Operation.owl" /> 
-cowl:imports rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.z inang/owl-bsu/service/Content .owr ' /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk /ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice /Resource .bwr ' /> 
<ov»/l:imports rdf : resource="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Ftelationship.owl" 
/> 
</owl:Ontology> 
- < ! - - -> 
. < ! - . —> 
- <!-- --> 
. < ! - - > 
. <!-. - > 
- < ! -
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ip="user1Marr)e''> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http: / /www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty > 
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="userDescription"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:rahge rdf : resource="http: / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#str ing" /> 
</owl: Datatype Property > 
< ! -
- - > 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="userCategory"> 
<rdfs:ddmain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
< rdfs:range 
rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/User .owl#UserC&tegory" /> 
</rdf:Property> 
- < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Location"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resourc&="http://www.dur.ac.uk/y e . zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /User .owl#Loca t ion" 
/ > 
</owl: DatatypePr6perty> 
- -> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ip="userQuality"> 
<rdfs:dorriain rdf:resdurce="#User" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:r8Source="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ service/ User.owl#userQuali ty" /> 
</owl: patatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Upper Ontology for Service—Relationshlp.owl 
Source: http://www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service/RBlationship.owl 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
- <! . -
<rdf:RDFxmlns:rd'f=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . o r g / 1 999 /02 /22 - rd f -syn tax -ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 0 p / 0 1 / r d f - s c h e m a # " 
xmlns:owl=" h t t p : / / v y w w . w 3 . 0 r g / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / o w l # " 
xmlns:xsd=" h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . O r g / 2 0 b l / X M L S c h e m a # " 
xmlns:serv ice="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice/ Service.owl#" 
xmlns:content="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.2hang/owl-bsu/ serv ice/ Content.owl#" 
xrhlns:operation="http://www.dur.ac.uk/ ye .zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Opera t ion .owl#" 
xmlns:user=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / U s e r . o w l # " 
xmlns:resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w i - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e s o u r c e . o w l # " 
xmlns="http:/ / wwvv.dur.ac.uk/ ye . zhang /owl -bsu / serv ice/Relat ionship.owl#"> 
<owl:bntology rdf:about=""> 
<owl:versionlnfo>$ld: Relat ionship.owl,v 0.5 2 0 0 4 / 0 6 / 1 5 1 3:32:14 $</owl:versionlnfo> 
<rdfs:commeht>OWL ontology for Advert isements (i.e. Resource) . Th is file belongs to the 
O W L - B S U O.5 beta Release. Initial version created by Y e Zhang (ye.zhahg@dur.ac.uk)and 
William Song (w.w.song@dur.ac.uk).</rdfs:comment> 
<rdfs:seeAIso rdf :>esource="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/service" /> 
<rdfs:seeAlso rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhahg/owl -bsu/business" /> 
- < ! -
--> 
<owl:imports rdf :resource="http: / /www.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Service.owl" /> 
<owl:irnpprts rdf:resource="http: / /wvvw.dur.ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/ serv ice / Operation.owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice /Content .owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /wvyw.dur .ac.uk/ye.zhang/owl-bsu/serv ice/Resource.owl" /> 
<owl:imports rdf : resource="ht tp: / /www.dur .ac .uk/ye .zhang/owl -bsu/serv ice / User.owl" /> 
</owl:Ontology> 
< ! - - -> 
< ! - " > 
<! -> 
< ! - - - - > 
, - 1 . . - > 
- -> 
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="Relationship"> 
<rdfs:dortiain rdf:resource="#Reiationship° /> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
</rdf: Property > 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="S2SRelationship"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf:resburce=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S 2 S R e l a t 
ionship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
^ <owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="S2BRelationship"> 
' <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Relationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S 2 B R e l a t 
ionship" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < ! -
- -> 
<owl:aass rdf:ID="S2SRelationship" /> 
- <!--
<owl:DatatypePrbperty rdf:ID="SomeDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
< rdfs:range 
rdf :resource=" h t t p : / / w w w . d u r . a c . U k / y e . z h a n g / o w l - b s u / s e r v i c e / R e l a t i o n s h i p . o w l # S o m e D i s 
tinctFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
--> 
< owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AlJDistinctFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
< rdf s: range 
rdf:resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#A I ID is t in 
ctFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
--> 
<owl: DatatypeProperty rdf:ID=" Equivaleht"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2SRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http:/ / www.dur .ac .uk/ ye . zhang /owl -bsu / serv ice /Relat ionship.owl#Equivale 
nt" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
- < l " 
- -> 
<owl:aass rdf:ID=°S2BRelationship" /> 
_ < ! -
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SomePropertiesFrom"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:rahge 
rdf :resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye . zhang /owl -bsu /serV ice /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#SomePro 
pertiesFrom" /> 
< /owl: DatatypeProiDerty> 
- < l -
- - > 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="AllPropertiesFrorTi"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#S2BRelationship" /> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource=" h t tp : / /www.dur .ac .Uk /ye .zhang /owl -bsu /serv ice /Re la t ionsh ip .owl#AI IPrope 
rtiesFrom" /> 
</owl: DatatypeProperty> 
</rdf:RDF> 
Appendix B 
The SWS Matchmaker source code written by VB 6.0 
Ontology View 
Option Explicit 
Private sqlstr As String 
Private XNode As Node 
Private strParent As String 
Private Function Init_Tree() 
trvSJZD.Nodes.Clea^ 
trvSJZD.Style = tvwTreelinesPlusMinusPictureText 
trvSJZD.LabelEdit = tvwManual 
trvSJZD.ImageList = imgTree 
txtNodeName.Tag ="" 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.AddC, tvwFirst, "root", "OntologyVicw", "Root", "Root") 
On Error GpTo AdoError 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmlo,dmsb,dnisbl ,dmsb2.dmsb3,dnimc,scope from test_driizd" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqIstr; adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs.RecordGoimt < 0 Then 
Init_Tree = I 
EUe 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
If ad6Rs("dmsb") = -I Then 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.Add("root", tvwChild, "L" & adoRsC'dmlb"), _ 
Trim(adoRs("dmmc")), "ZDI") 
XNode.Expandedlmage = "ZD2" 
Then' 
XNodeTag = "djnsb=-l and dmlb=l and dmsbl=-l and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-r' 
Elself adoRsC'dfmsb") >= 0 And adoRs("dnisbr') = -1 And adoRs("dmsb2') = -I And adoRs("dmsb3") = -I 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.Add("L" & adoRs("dinlb"). tvwChild. 
"I" & adoRs("dnisb") & "L " & adoRs("dmlb"), Trim(adoRs("dinmc")), 4, 5) 
XNodeTag = "dmlb=" & adoRsC'dmlb") & " and dmsb=" & adoRs("dmsb") & " and dmsbl=-l and 
dmsb2=-1 and dmsb3=-1" 
Elself adoRsC'dmsb") >= 0 And adoRsC'dmsbl") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") = - I And adoRs("dmsb3") = -1 
Then' 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.AddC"!" & adoRs("dnisb") & "L" & adoRs("dmIb"). tvwChild. _ 
"P" & adoRsC'dmsbl") & "I" & adoRsC'dmsb") & "L" & adoRs("dmlb"), Trira(adoRs("dmmc")), 
4,5) 
XNodeTag = "dmlb=" & adoRsC'dmlb") & " and dmsb=" & adoRs("dmsb") & " and dmsbl=" & 
adoRsC'dmsb 1") & " and dmsb2=-1 and dmsb3=-1" 
Elself adoRsC'dmsb") >= 0 And adoRsC'dmsbl") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") = -1 
Then' 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.Add("P" & adoRsC'dmsbl") & "I" & adoRsC'dmsb") & "L" & 
adoRs("dmIb"), tvwChild, _ 
"Q" & adoRs("dmsb2") & "P" & adoRsCdmsbl") &, "I" & adoRs("dmsb") & "L" & 
adoRsC'dmlb"), Triiii(adoRs("dmmc")), 4, 5) 
XNode.Tag = "dmlb=" & adoRsC'dmlb") & " and dmsb=" & adoRs("dmsb") & " and dmsbl=" & 
adoRsC'dmsb I") & " and dmsb2=" & adoRs("dnisb2") & " and dmsb3=-1" 
Elself adoRsC'dmsb") >= 0 And adoRsC'dmsbl") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") >= 0 
Then' 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.Add("Q" & adoRs("dmsb2") & "P" & adoRsC'dmsb I") & "I" & 
adoRs("dmsb") & "L" & adoRs("dmlb"), tvwChild, _ 
"R" & adoRs("dmsb3") & "Q" & adoRs("dinsb2") & "P" & adoRs("dmsbI") & "I" &. 
adoRsCdmsb") & "L" & adoRs("dmlb"), Trim(adoRs("dnunc")), 4,5) 
XNode.Tag = "dmlb=" & adoRsC'dmlb") & " and dmsb=" & adoRsC'dmsb") & " and dmsbl=" & 
adoRsC'dmsbl") & " and dmsb2=" & adoRs("dmsb2") & " and dmsb3=" & adoRs("dmsb3") 
End If 
XNode.Sorted = True 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
lnit_Tree = 0 
End If 
lblObject.Caption = trvSJZD.Nodes("root")Text 
lblObjectNum.Gaption = trvSJZD.Nodes("root").Children 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Exit Function 
AdoError; 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
hiit.Tree = 9 
End Function 
Private Sub cmdAdd_CIick() 
txtParNodcText = "": txtNode. Enabled = True 
txtTVpe.Text = "": txtNodeName.Text = 
cmdAdd.Tag = "Add": cmdSave.Enabled = True 
txtNode.SetFocus 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdDeLClickG 
cmdAdd.-Tag = "Del" 
Call cmdSave_CIick 
End Sub 
Private Sub cradModifvClickO 
cmdAdd.Tag = "Modify" 
Call cmdSave_CIick 
End Sub 
Private Sub cradSave_Click() 
On Error GoTo AdoError 
Dim dmib As Integer 
Dim dmsb As Integer 
Dim dmsb I As Integer 
Dim drrisb2 As Integer 
Dim dmsb3As Integer 
If txtNodeName.Tag <> "U" Then 
If LenCtxtNodeName.Tag) = 2 Then 
dmlb = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "L") +1,1) 
dmsb-:-l 
diiisbl =-1 
dmsb2 = -I 
dmsb3 = -l 
ElseIfLen( txtNodeName.Tag) = 4 Then 
dmlb = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, IiiStr(txtNodeName.Tag. "L") +1,1) 
dmsb = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "I") +1,1) 
dmsbl=- l 
dmsb2 = -l 
dmsb3 = -l 
Elself Len( txtNodeName.Tag) = 6 Then 
dmib = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "L") +1,1) 
dmsb = MidrtxtNodeName.Tag, hiStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "1")+ 1, 1) 
dmsbl = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, IhStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "P") +1,1) 
dinsb2 = -l 
dmsb3 = -l 
Elself Un(txtNodeName.Tag) = 8 Then 
dmlb = MidCtxtNodeNanieTag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "L") +1,1) 
dmsb = MidrtxtNodeName.Tag, lnSlT(txtN6aeName.Tag, " V ' } + 1, 1) 
dmsbl = Mid(txtNodeNaiiie.1ag, InStr(txtNodeName.1?g, "P") +1,1) 
dmsb2 = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "Q'') +1,1) 
dmsb3 = -1 
Elself Lein(utNodeName.Tag)= 10 Then 
dmlb = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "L") +1,1) 
dmsb = MidftxtNodeName.Tag, InStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "1")+ 1,1) 
dmsbl = MidftxtNodeName-Tag, InStrftxtNodeNajne.lag, "P") +1,1) 
dmsb2 = MidfUtNodeNameTag, InStrftxtNodeName.Tag, "Q'') +1,1) 
dmsb3 = Mid(txtNodeName.Tag, lnStr(txtNodeName.Tag, "R") +1,1) 
End If 
End If 
If txtNode.Tag o"" Then 
If Left(trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Key, 1) = "L" Or InStr(trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Key, "I") > 0 Or 
InStr(trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Key, "P") > 0 Or InStr(tfvSJZD.Nodes(CInl(txtNodeTag)).Key, "Q") > 6 Or 
InSB<tn^SJZD.Nodes(CInt(titN6de.Tag)).Key, "R") > OThen • 
If clnt(txtNodeText) Then 
Else 
MsgBox "Not valid", vbExclamation, Me.Caption 
If utNode.Enabled Then 
txtNode-SetFocus 
SendKeys "{Home)+{End}" 
End If 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End If 
End If 
txtNddeName.Text = Trim( txtNodeName.Text) 
If txtNodeName.Text = "" Then 
txtNodeNam'e.SetFociis 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass 
Set AdoCmd = Nothing 
Set AdoCrod = New ADODB.Command 
Set AddCmd.ActiveConnection = AdoCon 
With AdoCmd 
.CommandText = "sp_test^dmzd_access" 
.CommandType = adCmdStoredProc 
End With 
With AdoCiiid.Paraiiieters 
.Append AdoCmd.CreateParameter("RETVAL", adimeger, adParamRetumValue) 
Append Ad6CiSd.CreateParaineterfaccess",.adTinyInt, adParamlnput) 
.Append AdoCmd.CreateParameterr'dmlb", adTinylnt, adParamlnput) 
.Append AdoCmd.CreateParameterr'dmsb", adSiiiallInt, adParamlnput) 
.Append AdoCmd.CreatePaiamettrrdmsbr', adSmallInt, adParaminput) 
Append AdoCmd.CreateParameter("dmsb2", adSmallInt, adParaiiiIn|5ut) 
.Append AdoCmd.CfeatePararaeter("dmsb3", adSmallInt, adParamlnput) 
.Append AdoCmd.CreateParameter("srdm", adVaiChar, adParamlhput, 50) 
.Append AdoGmd.CreateParameter("drninc", adVafChar, adParamlnput, 50) 
.A^eiid AdoCmd.CreateParameter("scope", adTinylnt, adParamlnput) 
With AdoCmd 
If txtNode.Tae = T h e n 
MsgBox Please Select the Correct Node!", vblnformation + vbOKOnly, Me.Caption 
Set AdoCmd = Nothing 
Exit Sub 
Else 
If cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" Then 
If txtNodeName.Tag o "U" Then 
.Parameters(" access") = 1 
Ifdmsb = -1 Then 
.Parameters("dmlb") = Clnt(drnlb) 
.Parametersr'dmsb ) = CInt(txtNode Text) 
.Piameteisr'drhsbl") - -I 
.Parameters("dinsb2") = -1 
.Parameters("dnisb3") = -1 
Elself dmsb >= 0 And dmsb I = -1 And dnisb2 = -1 And dmsbS = -1 Then ' 
.Parameters("dinlb") = CInt(dmlb) 
.Pararneiersfdmsb ) = Clht(dmsb) 
.Parameters("dnisbr') = Glnt(txtNode.Text) 
.Pararneters("dmsb2") = -1 
.Parairieters("dmsb3") = -1 
Elself dmsb >=0 And drasbl >= 0 And dmsb2 = -1 Anddmsb3 = -1 Then' 
.Parametersf"drhlb") = Clht(dihlb) 
.Paran:ieters("dmsb") = Clnt(dnisb) 
.Parametere("dmsbl") = Clntfdmsbn 
.Parameten("drnsb2") = Clht(txtNode.Text) 
.Parameters("dmsb3") = -1 
Elself dmsb >= 0 And dmsbl >= 0 And dmsb2 >= 0 And dmsb3 = -1 Then ' 
.Parameters(''dmlb'')"= Clnt(dmlb) 
.Parameters("dmsb') = Clnt(dnisb) 
.Parametersr'dmsbr') = CIntfdmsbl) 
.Pafanieters("dmsb2") = CInt(dmsb2) 
.Parameters("dmsb3") = Clnt(txtNode.Text) 
Elself dirisb >= 0 And drfisbl >= 0 And drasb2 >= 0 And dmsb3 >= 0 Then' 
MsgBox "Pleae Select the Correct Node!", vblnformation + vbOKOnly, Me.Caption 
Set AdoCmd = Nothing 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Else 
MsgBox "Pleae Select the Correct Node!", vblnformation + vbOKOnly, Me.Caption 
Set AdoCmd = Nothifig 
ExitSub 
End If 
Elself cmdAdd.Tag = "Modify" Then 
•ParametersC^ccess") = 3 
.PafametersT'dmlb") = Clnt(dmlb) 
.Parameters("dmsb") = Clnt(dnKb) 
.Parameters("dmsbl") = Clnl(dmsDl) 
.Parameters("dmsb2") = CInt(dmsb2) 
.Parameters("dmsb3") = CInt(dmsb3) 
Elself cmdAdd.Tag ="Del" Then 
.Parametersf'lccess") = 2 
.Parametersfdmlb") = Clnt(dmlb) 
ParameteRT'dmsb") = Clnt(dmsb) 
.Parameters("dmsbl") = Clntfdmsbl) 
.Parametersr'dmsb2") = CInt(dmsb2) 
.Parameters("dmsb3") = CInt(dmsb3) 
End If 
If ciridAdd.Tag = "Add" Then 
.Parameters("srdm") = Trim(txtParNode.Tag) 
Elself cmdAdd.Tag = "Modify" Then 
.ParametersC'Irdm") = 'Inm(lblParName.Caption) 
Else 
.Parameters("srdm") = Trim(lblParName.Caption) 
End If 
.ParametersC'dmitic") = Trim(txtNodeNameText) 
If txtTVpe.Text o "" Then 
.ParametersC'scope") = Clnt(txtTVpeText) 
Else 
.ParametersC'scope") = 0 
End If V H= / 
.Execute 
End If 
End With 
If AdoCmd("RETVAL") = -9 Then 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefauIt 
MsgBox "Not valid", vbExclamation, Me.Caption 
txtNode.SetFocus 
SendKeys "(H6me)+(Ehd)" 
Elself AdoCmdC'RETVAL'') = -8 Then 
MsgBox "Not valid", vbExclamation, Me.Caption 
Elself AdoCmdCRErVAL") o 0 Then 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
If cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" Then 
MsgBox Input Wrong", vbCritical, Me.Caption 
txtNode.SetFocus 
SendKey's "{Horne)+{End)" 
Else 
MseBox "Wrong", vbCritical, Me.Caption 
txtNodeName.SetFbcus 
SendKeys "{Home)+{End)" 
End If 
Else 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
If cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" Then 
MsgBox "Done", vblnformation, Me.Caption 
Set XNode = trvSJZD.Nodes.Add("L" & txtZdIb.Text. tvwChild, _ 
" I " & Trim(lxtDinsb.Text) & "L" & txtZdlb.Text, Trim(txtNodeName.Text), 4, 5) 
XNode.Tag = "dmlb=" & txtZdlb.Text & " and dnisb=" & Trim(txtDmsb.Text) 
Call Ink Tree _ , 
Elself cmdAdd.Tag = "ModUy" Then 
MSEBOX "Done ", vblmormation, Me.Gaption 
trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Text = Triim(txtNodeNanie.Text) 
Elself cmdAdd.Tag"= "Del" Then 
MsgBox "Done ", vblnformation, Me.Caption 
trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Text =Trim(txtNodeName.Text) 
Call Init_Tree 
End If 
End I f 
Set AdoCmd = Nothing 
Screeri.MousePointer = vbDefault 
Exit Sub 
AdoEiTOr: 
Set AdoCmd = Nothing 
Screen.MousePointer - vbDefault 
pErrHandle Me.Caption 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command 1 ClickO 
If txtNodeName.Tag <> "U" Then 
I f gFlag = 1 Then 
fhnSerReg.fttSetOnto.Text = trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Text 
frmSerReg.txtSerOnto.Tag = txtNodeName.Tag 
Elself gHag = 2 Then' 
fiTnSerReg.txtUserOnto.Text = trvSJZD.Nodes(CInt(txtNode.Tag)).Text 
frmSerReg.txtUserOnto.Tag = txtNodeName.Tag. 
End If 
Unload Me 
Else 
MsgBox "Please Select the correct Nodes!", vblnformation + vbOKOnJy, Me.Caption 
Exit Sub 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Call.Init_Tree 
UtNode.Text = " " 
txtParNode.Text = "": 
txt1Vpe.Text = "" 
txtNodeNameText = " " 
IblParName.Caption = " " 
End Sub 
Private Sub trvSJZD_NodeClick(ByVal Node As MSComctlLib.Node) 
cmdAdd.Enabled = False: cmdAdd.Tag = "" 
txtParNode.Enabled = False: cmdSave^Enabled = False 
On Error GoTo AdoError 
If Node.Key = "root" Then 
txtNodeName.Text = Node.Text 
txtNode.Eiiabled = Triie: txtParNode.Enabled = False 
txtParNbde.Texi = adoRs("dmsb") 
txtNode.Text = "" 
txtlVpe.Text = " " 
txtNodeName:Text = " " 
IblParName.Caption = " " 
No'de.Tag = "U*^ 
txtNodeName.Tag = " U " 
Else 
sqlstr = "select dmlb,dmsb,dmsbl,dnisb2,dmsb3,dmmc,scope from test_dmzd where" & Node.Tag 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Set adoRs = Ad6C6n.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
I f Uft(Node.Key, 1) = "L" Then 
txtParNode.Text = adoRs("dmlb") 
oitNode.Text = adoRs("dnisb") 
If adoRs("scope") = "" Or IsNull(adoRs("scope")) Then 
Else 
txlType.Text = Trim(adoRs("scope")) 
End If 
WtNodeName.Text = TrimfadoRs("dmmc")) 
IblPaiNanie.Caption = Node.Parent.Text 
cmdSave.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Enabled = True: cmdDeI.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" 
txtNode.Enabled = True: txtParNode.Enabled = False: txtNodeName.Enabled = True 
txtNodeName.Tag - Node.Key: UtParNode.Tag = Trira(adoRs("dmmc")) 
Elself Uf t (Node .Key , l )=^ ' I " Then 
txtParNode.Text = adoRs("dm]b") 
txtNode.Text = adoRs("dmsb") 
If ad6Rs("scope") = "" Or IsNull(adoRs("scope")) Then 
Else 
txtlVpe.Text = Trim(adoRs("scope")) 
End If 
txtNbdeName.Text = TrimfadoRs("dmmc")) 
IblParNaiiie.eaption = Node.Parent.Text 
cmdSave.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Enabled = True; cmdDeI.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" 
txtNode.Enabled = True: txtParNode.Enabled = False: txtNodeName.Enabled = True 
txtNodeName.Tag = Node.Key: txtParNode.Tag = Trim(adoRs("dmmc")) 
Elself Uft(N6de.Key, 1) =^'P" Then 
txtParNode.Text = adoRs("dmsb") 
txtNode.Text = adoRs("dmsbr') 
I f adoRsC'scope") = "" Or IsNull(adoRs("scope")) Then 
Else 
txtType.Text = Trim(adoRs("scope")) 
End I f 
txtNodeName.Text = Trim(ad6Rs("dinmc")) 
IblParName.Captidn = Node.Parent.Text 
cmdSave.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Enabled = True: cmdDel.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" 
txtNode.Enabled = True; wtParNode.Enabled = False: txtNodeName.Enabled = Tnie 
txtNodeNanie.Tag = Node.Key: txtParNode.Tag = Trirri(ad6Rs("dnunc")) 
Elself Uft(N6de.Key. 1) =^'Q" Thf f i 
txtParNode.Text = adoRs("dmsb 1") 
txtNodeText = adoRs("dmsb2") 
If adoRs("scope") = "" Or IsNull(adoRs("scope")) Then 
Else 
txnVpeText = Trim(ad6Rs("sc6pe")) 
End I f 
txtNodeName.Text = Trim{adoRs("dmmc")) 
IblParName.Caption = Ndde.Parent.Text 
cmdSave.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Enabled = True: cmdDel.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Tag = "Add" 
txtN6de:Ehabled"=True: txtParNode.Enabled = False: txtNodeName.Enabled = True 
txtNodeName.Tag = Node.Key: txtParNode.Tag = Trim(adoRs("dnimc")) 
Elself Uft(Node.Key. 1) =^'R" Then 
txtParNode.Text = adoRs("dmsb2") 
txtNode.Text = adoRs("dmsb3") 
I f ad6Rs("scope") = "" Or IsNull(adoRs("scope")) Then 
Else 
txtlVpc.Text = TrimCadoRsfscope")) 
End If 
txtNodeName.Text = Trimf adoRs("dmmc")) 
IblParName.Caption = Node.Parent.Text 
cmdSave.Enabled = True: cmdAdd.Enabled = False: cmdDel.Enabled = True 
txtParNode.Ehabled = False 
txtNodeName.Tag = Node.Key: txtParNode.Tag = Trim(adoRs( 'dnunc")) 
End If 
txtNode.Tag = Node.Index 
Else 
trvSJZD.Nodes.Remove (Node:lndex) 
End I f 
I f Mid(Node.Key, lnStr(Node.Key, "L") + 1, 1) = 1 Then 
Set pic 1.Picture = LoadPicmre("payment.jpg") 
Elself Mid(Node.Key, hiStrfNode.Key,/L") + I , l ) = 2Then 
Set pic 1.Picture = LoaQPicture("student.jpg") 
Elself Mid(N6de.Key, InStrfNode.Key, "L") + f, 1) = 3 Then 
Set pic I.Picture = LoadPicture("e-joumal.jpg") 
End If 
End If 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Exit Sub 
AdoErfor: 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
pErrHandle Me.Caption 
End Sub 
Business Registration 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Call Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtBusName_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
^Ascii = vbKe -
CeyAscii = 0 
If Key yRetum Then 
Ke
txtBusDes;SetFocus 
Endl f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtCon_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRemm Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtPhone.SetFocus 
Endl f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtEmail KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
End l f 
End Sub 
 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtPostal.SetFocus 
Private Sub txtlD_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscu = vbKeyRetum Then 
End l f 
End Sub 
 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtPassW.SetFocus 
Private Sub txtName_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii - vbKeyRetum Then 
End l f 
End Sub 
x.  
KeyAscii = 0 
txtCoh.SetFocus 
Private Sub txtPassW_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRemm Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtBiisName.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub. 
Private Sub KtPhone_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyReturn Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtEmail.SetFocus 
End I f 
End S i b 
Private Sub txtPostal_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Theri 
KeyAscii = 0 
cmdReg.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Service Registration 
Optjon Explicit 
Private strBitsId As String 
Private Sub GlearQ 
Dim Str As String 
With cihbUddi 
Clear 
.Addltem "Test UDDI Server" 
.ItemData(.Newlndex) = 0 
.Addltem "https://uddi.ibm.com/registry.htmr' 
.ItemDataf:NewIiidex) = 1 " ' 
.Addltem 'https://test.uddi.raicrosoft.com" 
.ItemData(.Newlndex) = 2 
.Listlndex = 0 
End With 
Str = "select biisiness_key,business_ID from Business_information where business_key in(select max(business_key) from 
Business_information)" 
Set adoRs = Nothing _ 
Set adoRs = Ad6Con.Execute(Str, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.AaiveGonnection = Nothing 
I f adoRs.RecordCouht >= 1 Then 
With cmbBusKey 
.Clear 
.Tag- ad6Rs("business_key") 
.Addltem adoRs("business_ID") 
.Listlndex = 0 
End With 
End I f 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
txUD.Text = "" 
txtPassW.Text = " " 
txtSerName.Text = "" 
lxtCom.Text = "" 
txtAccP.Text = " " 
txtWSDL.Text = "" 
txtCate.Text = " " : ixtSeiOnto.Text = "": txtUseiOnto.Text = "" 
End Sub 
ftivate Sub cmbBusKey_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtSerName.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmbUddi_GotFocus() 
SendKeys"%+{Down}" 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmbUddi KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtlD.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdClear_Click() 
Call Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdReg_Click() 
Dim Str 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Set adoRs = New ADODB.Recordset 
Str = "select top I business_ID from Bus_Id where business_tag=0" 
Set adoRs s AdoC6ri.Execute(Str, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnectibn = Nothing 
strBusld = adoRs(;0) ' 
Set adoRs = Nothmg 
Str = "ijpdate Bus_Id set business_tag=l where business_ID in(select top I business_ID firom Bus_ld where 
business_tag=0)" 
AdoCon.Execute (Str) 
Set adoRs = New ADODB.Recordset 
adoRs.Open "select * from Service_information", AdoCon, adOpenDynamic, adLockOptimistic 
adoRs.AddNew 
adoRs("service_key") = Trim(strBusId) 
adoRs("busmess_key") = cmbBusKey.Tag 
adoRs("service_name ) = Trim(txtSerName.Text) 
adoRs("service_comment") = Trim(txtCom.Text) 
adoRs("service_caiegoiy") = Trim(txtCate.TexO 
adoRsrservice.WSDL'') = Trim(txtWSDL.Te)a) 
adoRs("service_ontology") = TrimftxtSeiOnto.Text) 
adoRsfuser ontology'^ = Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) 
adoRsrservrce_ud(fiServer") = cmbUddi.Listlndex 
adoRs.Update 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
txtResult.Text = strBusId 
frmRegBusSuccess.lblKey = strBusId 
frmRegBusSuccess.lblBusConName = Trim(txtSerName.Text) 
firmRegBusSuccess.lblBusDes = Trim(txtCom.Text) 
frmRegBusSuccess.lblBusName = Trim(txtSerName.Text) _ . „ . 
frniRegBusSuccess.lblURL = "http://test.uddi.coni/ubr/uddiget?busmessKey= & Tnm(strBusId) 
frinRegB usSuccess .Sho w 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command3_Click() 
sBusSerFlag = 1 
fnnCategoryView.Show 
End Sub 
PrivateSub Command4_Click() 
ntoView.Show irmO ti 
End Sub 
PrivateSub 0)mmand5_Click() 
imC^toView.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
With cmbUddi 
Call Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtAccP^Keyftess(KeyAscii As Integer) t   t t  e Pres CKey  
If KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 v : 
txtWSDL.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtCate_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
evAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtSerOnto.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtCom. 
If KeyAscii 
l  t t  KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
l = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtAccRSetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtID_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
i i = vbKe 
KeyAscii = 
utPassW.SetFocus 
If Kej^Asc  - yRetum Then 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtPassW_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyKetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
cmbBusKey.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtSerName_KeyPress(KeyAscn As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtCom. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub UtSerOnto_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtUserOnto.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtUserOnto_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
cmdReg.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtWSDL_Kej;Press(KeyAscii As Integer) 
^Ascii = vbKe 
CeyAscii = 0 
If Key s yRetum Then 
Key
txtCate.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
SearcAj 
Option Explicit 
Test UDDl Server. 
|https ://uddi. ibm.com/registry.html 
'https://test.uddi.nucrosoft.com 
Dim SerOntoId As String 
Dim UseiOntoId As String 
Dim nowSerNodeO As String 
Dim nowDesNodeO As String 
Dim nowBusNodeQ As String 
Dim oldNumber As Integer 
Dim gFlag As Integer 
Dim gUS As Integer 
Dim gCFlag As Integer 
Dim 1 As Integer 
Private sqlstr As String 
Private Sub CIear() 
With cmbUddiServer 
.Clear 
.Addltem "Test UDDI Server" 
.ItemData(.NewIndex) = 0 
.Addltem "https://uddi.ibm.com/registry.htinl" 
•ItemDalaf.Newlndex) = 1 
.Addltem https://test.uddi.microsofLcom" 
.ItemData(.NewIndex) = 2 
.Listlndex = 0 
End With 
End Sub 
Private Sub GetChildNodesO 
oldNumber = 0 
I f g C H a g = I Then 
I fgUS = OThen 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmib in(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dramc="' & 
txtSerOn.Text & ' " ) " 
ElselfgUS= I Then 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb in(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
txtUserOnto.Text & "T' 
End I f 
Elself gCFlag = 2 Then' 
l f gUS = OThen 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb infselect dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
KtSerOn.Text &." ' ) and dmsb in (select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc= & txtSerOn.Text & " ' )" 
Elself g U S = l Then 
stjlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb iii(select dmlb from test_dnizd where dmmc='" & 
txtUserOnto.Text & "0 and dmsb in (select dmsb from test_dm2d where dmmc="' & txtUserOnto.Text & " ' )" 
End I f 
Elself gCHag = 3 Then 
I fgUS = OThen 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb in(select dnJb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
txtSerOn.Text & "') and dmsb in (select dmsb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & txtSerOn.Text & "') and dmsbl in (select 
dmsbl from test_dinzd where dinmc="' & txtSerOn.Text iSc"^ ")" 
E l s e l f g U S = I T h e n 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test dmzd where dmlb in(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
txtUserOnto.Text & ') and drasb in (select dmsb from test_dm2d where dminc="' & txtUserOnto.Text & "') and dmsbl in 
(select dmsbl from test_dnizd where dnimc='" & txtUserOnto.Text & " ' )" 
End I f 
Elself eCnag = 4 Then 
irgUS = OThen 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb in(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
txtSerOn.Text & "') and dmsb in (select dmsb from test_dmzd where dnimc='" & txtSerOn.Text & "') and dmsbl in (select 
dmsbl from test_dmzd where dimnc='" & txtSerOn.Text & "') and dmsb2 in (select dmsb2 from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
txtSetOn.Text & " ' ) " 
HseIfgUS = IThen 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test dmzd where dmlb in(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
txtUserOnto.Text & and dmsb in (select dmsb from test.dmzd where dmmc='" & txtUserOnto.Text & "') and dnnsbl in 
(select dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & txtUsetOnto.Text & "') and dmsb2 in (select dmsb2 from test_dmzd where 
dmmc="' & txtUseiOnto.Text & " ' )" 
End I f 
ElseIfgCHag = 5Then 
irgUS = OThen 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb in(select dmlb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & 
txtSeiOn.Text & "') and dmsb in (select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & txtSerOn.Text II "') and dmsbl in (select 
dmsbl from test dmzd where dmmc="' & txtSerOn.Text & "') and dmsb2 in (select dmsb2 from test_drnzd where dmmc="' & 
txtSeiOn.Text & ") and dmsbS in (select dmsb3 from test_dnizd where dmmc="' & txtSerOn.Text & " ' )" 
ElseIfgUS = 1 Then 
sqlstr = "select dnunc from test dmzd where dmlb in(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
txtUserOnto.Text & ') and dmsb in (select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & txtUserOnto.Text & "') and dmsbl in 
(select dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & txtUserOnto.Text & "') and dmsb2 in (select dmsb2 from test_dmzd where 
dmmc="' & txtUserOnto.Text & "') and dmsbS in (select dmsbS from test_dmzd where dnmic='" & txtUserOnto.Text & " ' )" 
End I f 
End If 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Set adoRs = AdoCon. Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
If gHag = OThen 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.busincss_key).b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Servrce_inrormation"b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ="' & adoRs("dmmc") & "' and b.user_ontology="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text)_& 
Elself gFlag = I Then 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_iniormation b ,test_dnizd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_onlology ="' & adoRs("dmmc") & 
Elself gFIag = 2Then 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a.ServTce.information'b ,test_dm2d c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.user_ontology='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Elself gFlag= 3 Then 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_nanie ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dm2d c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
End I f 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqIstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsI .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount>= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDira Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodeloldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsirservice_comment") 
nowBusNodefi) = adoRsl("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs I .RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
SetadoRsI = Nothing 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdView_CbckO 
fiBusSerHag = 2 
frmCategoryView. Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Call Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub Picture I _ClickO 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtSerName_GotFocus() 
SendKeys "{Home}+(End)" 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtSerName_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
I f KeyAscii = vbKeyRetum Then 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtCate.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtSerOn_GotFocus() 
SendKeys "{Home)+(End)" 
End Sub 
Private Sub txtUseiOnto_GotFocus() 
SendKeys "{Home)+{End}" 
End Sub 
Private Sub xpClear_ClickO 
txtSerOn.Text = "": txtUserOnto.Text = "": txtSerName.Text = "": txtCate.Text = "" 
Call Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub xpExit_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub xpSearch_CIick() 
Dim intX As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim J As Integer 
I f txtSerOn.Text o " " And txtUserOnto.Text o " ' Then 
gFlag = 0 
|us = o 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select service_ontoid,user_ontoid from Service_information where service_ontology='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) 
& "' and user_ontology="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs.RecordCount >= I Then 
SerOntoId = Trim(adoRs("service_ontoid")) 
UserOntold = Trim(adoRs("user_ontoid")) 
Else 
MsgBox "Please put the correl words!", vblnformation + vbOKOnly, Me.Caption 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Exit Sub 
B i d I f 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
I f LenfSerOntoId) = 2 Then 
JCFlag = 1 
CaW GetChildNodes 
Elself Len(SerOntoId) = 4 Then 
BCFlaB = 2 
Call GetChiidNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmmco ' " & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "' and dmlb in(select dmlb 
from test_drazd where dmmc='" & Trim(utSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=-1 and dmsbl =-1 and dmsb2=-1 and dmsb3=-1 " 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a ' ^ . . _ . u u , . . . . u 
user_ontc 
sqlstr = sqlstr 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs 1. ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount>= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeColdNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCoimt) 
For i = oldNumber + I To oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsir'service_comment") 
nowBusNodefi) = adoRsI("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNuraber + adoRsI .RecordCount 
End If 
Set adoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Len(SerOntoId) = 6 Then 
gCRag = 3 
Call GetChiidNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sglstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb = (select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc=" & 
Trim(txtSeiOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmlb from test.dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl =-1 
or" 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Tiim(txiSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and dmsbl =-1 anddmsb2=-l anddmsb3=-r' 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_omology from Businessjnformation a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRs("dmmc") & "' and b.user_ontology="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl.ActiveCotuection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNodeColdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeColdNumber + adoRsI.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNiunber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRs I .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsir'service_comment") 
nowBusNodeCi) = adoRsl C"business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End l f 
Set adoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself LenCSerOntoId) = 8 Then 
Call Ge tChidNo*^ 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dmzd where dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='' &. 
TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and dnisb=(select dmsb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=CseIect dmsbl from test_dmzd where dimnc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l" 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dnilb=Cselect dmlb from test_dinzd where dinmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and Qnisbl=-1 and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l or dmlb=Cselect dralb from test dmzd where tlmmc='" & 
TrimCTrimCtxtSerOn.Text)) & "') and dmsb=Cselect dmsb from test_dni2d where dmmc='" & TnmCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=-r' 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExeculeCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinctCa.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontoIogy,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dm2d c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRsC"dmmc") & "' and b.user_ontology='" & 
TrimCtxtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdTexl) 
Set adoRs I .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsl. RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNodeColdNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeColdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodeColdNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
nowSerNodeCi) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNodeCi) = adoRsl C"service_conmient") 
nowBusNodeCi) = adoRsl ("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End If 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Un(SerOntoId)_= 10 Then 
JCFlag = 5 Jodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dnizd where (dmlb=(select dmlb from lest_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
Trim(txtSetOn.Text) & " ) and dmsb=(select dmsb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSeiOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl =-1 " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb ffom test_dmzd where dnunc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l anddmsbl=-l anddmsb2=-l and diiisb3=-r 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dinlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dnisb=(se!ect dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test_dmzd 
where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Texl) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsb2=(selecl dmsb2 from test_dm2d where dmmc="' & TrimftxtSetOn.Text) & "') and 
drasb3=-l or drnlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and drasb=(select dmsb from 
test_dm2d where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSeiOn.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSetOn.Text) &. "') and 
dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l ) or dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlsti, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_infonnation'b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRs("dmmc") & "' and b.user_ontology='" & 
Trim(txtUserOnlo.Text) & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsI .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRs 1 .RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsl. RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodeioIdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumfaer + I To oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCoimt 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNodefO = adoRsl ("service_comment") 
nowBusNodefi) = adoRsI{"business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount 
End If 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
End I f 
Elself txtSerOn.Text o "" And txtUserOnto.Text = "" Then 
gFlag = I 
gUS = 0 
sqlstr = "select service_ontoid ,user_ontoid,service_ontology,user_ontology from Service_information where 
service_ontology="' & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCradText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs.RecordCount >= I Then 
SerOntoId = Trim(adoRs("service_ontoid")) 
UseiOntoId = Trim(adoRs("user_ontoid")) 
Else 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dnizd where dinmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs.RecordCount >= I Then 
If adoRs("drasb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbr') >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") >= 0 
Then ' 
gCFlag = 5 
Call CfetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dmzd where (dmlb=(select dmlb f rom test_dnizd where dmmc='" & 
Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dnisb=(select dmsb from test_dra2d where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) &." ') and dmsbl=-1 " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') 
anddmsb=-l and dmsb I =-1 anddrasb2=-l anddmsb3=-r' 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') 
and dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dnizd where dnunc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl=(select dinsbl from test_dmzd 
where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSeiOn.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsb2=(select dmsb2 from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & 
"') and dmsb3=-l or dinlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" &. Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb 
from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSeiOn.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from tesl_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & 
"') and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l ) or dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlsir = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_infonnation a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRs("dmmc") & " '" 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsI.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeifoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodetoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsl rservice_comment") 
nowBusNode{i) = adoRsI("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Nex t i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dinsb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbr') >= 0 And adoRs("dnisb2") >= 0 And adoRs("dnisb3") < 0 
Then ' gCFlag = 4 
Call GeChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dm2d where dmlb=(select dtnlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "0 and dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dnimc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb 1 =(select dmsb 1 from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb2=-1 and dmsb3=-1" 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dralb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') 
and dmsb=-I and dmsbl=-l and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" &, 
Trim(Trim(txtSerOn.Text)) & "') and dnisb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=-r' 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sglstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service coiimient,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business.information a,Service_information D ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRs("dmmc") & 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsI .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsl.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeifoldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsirservice_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Nex t i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCounl 
End I f 
SetadoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dnisb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbr') >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 
Then' 
^STcltChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb = (select dmlb from test_dtnzd where dmmc='" & 
TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl=-l 
or" 
sqlstr = sqlsti & " dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dnimc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and dmsb 1=-1 anddmsb2=-I anddmsb3=-r' 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
WhUe Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
dislinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_inforraation a,Service_infoniiation o ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ="' & adoRs("dmmc") & 
SetadoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsI .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsl.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeifoldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRs I .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_comment") 
nowBusNodefi) = adoRsl {"business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End I f 
Set adoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dmsb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbl") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 
Then 
gCFlag = 2 
Call CfetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmmco" ' & Trim(utSerOn.Text) & "' and dmlb 
in(select dmlb from test_amzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=-l and dmsbl=-l and dnisb2=-I and 
dmsb3=-l " 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.AcdveConnecdon = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_iiiforniation a,Service information b ,test_dm2d c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRs("dmmc") & " '" 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, aidCmdText) 
Set adoRsl .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDira Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNode<oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldN umber + adoRs I.RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsI("service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs I .RecordCount 
End If 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dmsb") < 0 And adoRs("dmsbr') < 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 And 
adoRs("dmlb") >=OThen ' 
&all C^tChildNodes 
End If 
End If 
End I f 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
I f Len(SerOntoIdJ = 2 Then 
Call GetCh^dNoles 
Elself Len(SerOntoId) = 4 Then 
gCHag = 2 
Call GfetChUdNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothmg 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test dmzd where dmmco ' " & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "' and dmlb in(select dmlb 
from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "]) and dmsb=-l and dmsb I =-1 and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l " 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information D ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a,business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ="' & adoRsC'dmmc") &. 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr. adCmdText) 
Set adoRsI .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsI.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsI.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNode(oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodetoldNumber + adoRs I .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount 
nowSerNode<i) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsl("service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Len(SerOntold) = 6 Then 
hill ^tChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dmzd where dmlb = (select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and drasb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl=-l 
or" 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and dmsbl=-l and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-r' 
Set adoRs = AdoGon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business_name,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ='" & adoRs("dmmc") & 
Set adoRsI = AdoGon.Execute(sqlslT, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs I .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsI.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsI.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNode(oldNuraber + adoRsI .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNode(oldNumber+ adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + I To oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_comment") 
nowBusNodem = adoRsl ("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Len(SerOntold) = 8 Then 
gCFlag = 4 
CaU GetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dmzd where dmlb=(select dmlb from test dmzd where dinmc='" & 
Trim(txtSetOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc='" &Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb2=-l anddmsb3=-r 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where diranc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and dmsbl=-l and dmsb2=-l and djnsb3=-l or dmlb=Cselect dmlb from test dmzd where dmmc="' & 
TrimCTrimCtxtSerOn.Text)) & "') and dmsb=Cselect dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TnmCbctSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=-l" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinctCa.business_key),b.service_key,a.business_name,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqplstr & " and b.service ontology ='" & adoRsC"dmmc") & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs I .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs 1.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNodeColdN umber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeColdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodeColdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
nowSerNodeCi) = adoRsl C"service_name") 
nowDesNodeCi) = adoRsir'service_comment") 
nowBusNodeli) = adoRsIC"business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Nex t i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End l f 
Set adoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself LenCSerOntoId) = 10 Then 
gCHag = 5 
Call CfetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dmzd where Cdmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dtnsb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl=-l " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=Cselect dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-1 and dmsb 1 =-1 and dmsb2=-1 and dinsb3=-1" 
sqlstr = sqlstt & " or dmlb=Cselect dmlb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=Cselect drasb from test_dmzd where dinmc='" & Trim(txtSetOn.Text) & "') and dmsbl=Cselect dmsbl from test_dmzd 
where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsb2=(select dmsb2 from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb3=-l or dmIb=Cselect dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & "') and dmsb=Cselect dmsb from 
test_dnizd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtSerOn.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dinsbl=Cselect dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtSerOn.Text) & "') and 
dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l ) or dmmc='" & TrimftxtSerOn.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service conmient,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.service_ontology ="' & adoRs("dmmc") & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl.ActiveCoimection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl .RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNodeColdNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeColdNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount) 
ReDira Preserve nowBusNodeColdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNimiber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCoimt 
nowSerNodeCi) = adoRsl C"service_name") 
nowDesNodeCi) = adoRsl C"service_comment") 
nowBusNodeCi) = adoRsl C"business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End l f 
Set adoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
End If 
Elself txtSerOn.Text = "" And txtUserOnto.Text o "" Then 
gFlag = 2 
gUS = 1 
sqlstr = "select service_ontoid ,user_ontoid,service_ontology,user_ontology from Servicejnformation where 
user_ontology='" & TrimCtxtUserOnto.Text) & "'" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveCoimection = Nothing 
If adoRs.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
SerOntoId = TrimCadoRsC"service_ontoid")) 
UserOntoId = TrimCadoRsC"user_ontoid")) 
Else 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRs.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
If adoRsC"dmsb") >= 0 And adoRsC"dmsbr') >= 0 And adoRsC"dmsb2") >= 0 And adoRsC"dmsb3") >= 0 
Then 
&'^?^tChiIdNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select * from test_dmzd where (dmlb=Cselect dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
TrimCtxtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=Cselect dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUseiOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl =-1 " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimCtxtUsetOnto.Text) & "') 
anddmsb=-l anddnisbl=-l anddmsb2=-I anddmsb3=-r' 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') 
and dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from 
tesl_dmzd where dmmc='" & TrimftxtUserOnto.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsb2=(select dmsb2 from test^drazd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) 
& "') and dmsb3=-l or dinlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TYim(txtUsetOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select 
dmsb from test_dm2d where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) 
& "') and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l ) or dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstT, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business naine,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqtstr & " and b.user_ontology="' & Trira(txtUseK>nto.Text) & 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl.ActiveCoTUiection = Nothing 
If adoRs 1.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oIdNumber + adoRsI.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodetoIdNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + I To oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCoimt 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsl r'service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl ("business_name") 
adoRsl. MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount 
End If 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dmsb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbl") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 
Then 
gCFlag = 4 
Call ffetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = " select * from test_dmzd where dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl =(select dmsbl from test_drazd where dmmc='" &Trim(UtUserOnto.Text) & "') anddmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-I 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dinzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') 
and dmsb=-l and dmsbl=-l and dnisb2=-l and dmsb3=-l or dmlb=(select dmlb from test dmzd where dmmc='" & 
Trim(Trim(txtUseiOnto.Text)) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Tnm(txtUseiOnto.Text) & "') 
and dmsbl =-1" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
WhUeNot adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.scrvice_key,a.business_name,b.service_conmient,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.user_ontology='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "" 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs 1 .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl. RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodelfoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + I To oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl("service_tiame") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsirservice_comment") 
nowBusNodefi) = adoRsI("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End I f 
Set adoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dmsb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbr') >= 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 
Then' 
gCFlag = 3 
Call CfetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nodiing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test dmzd where dmlb = (select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & TVim^txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=-l or" 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " dmlb=(select dmlb from test.dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') 
and dmsb=-1 and dmsb 1 ==-1 and amsb2=-1 and dmsb3=-1" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business name.b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information'b ,test_dnizd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.user_ontology='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsI = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr. adCmdText) 
Set adoRs I . ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsl.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRslf"service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsI("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Nex t i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dinsb") >= 0 And adoRs("dmsbr') < 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 
Then 
gCFlag = 2 
CaU CTetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dm2d where d m m c o ' " & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "' and dmlb 
in(select dmlb from test.dmzd where dnunc='" & Trim(tttUseiOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=-l and dmsb]=-l and dmsb2=-l and 
dmsb3=-l " 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveCormection = Nothing 
WhUe Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_inforraation a,Service_information o ,test_dm2d c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & "and b.user_ontology ='" & adoRsC'dmmc") & "' and b.user ontology="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & ^ ^ - B y -
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRsl.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oIdNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + I To oldNimiber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsirservice_comment") 
nowBusNodefi) = adoRsl ("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
N e x t i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsI = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself adoRs("dmsb") < 0 And adoRsC'dmsb I") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb2") < 0 And adoRs("dmsb3") < 0 Then 
^alV^etChildNodes 
End I f 
End If 
End I f 
Set adoRs = NoUiing 
I f Len(UserOntold) = 2 Then 
Call Getmi^odes 
Elself Len(UserOntoId) = 4 Then 
gCFlag = 2 
Call GfetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = NoUiing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test_dnizd where dmmco ' " & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "' and dmlb infselect dmlb 
from test_dmzd where dmmc="' &Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=-I and dnisbl=-l and dmsb2=-l and dnisb3=-l " 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & "and b.user ontology ="' & adoRs("dmmc") & "' and b.user ontology="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqIstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodefoldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsI("service_name") 
nowDesNodefi) = adoRsl ("service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl ("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End I f 
Set adoRsl = Nodiing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Len(UserOntold) = 6 Then 
gCHag = 3 
Call CfetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select dmmc from test dmzd where dmlb = (select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dralb from test_dnizd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=-I or" 
sqlstr = sqlstx & " dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l anddmsbl=-l anddmsb2=-l and dnisb3=-r' 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstT, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information D ,test_dm2d c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.user_ontology="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsI .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End I f 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Len(UseiOntoId) = 8 Then 
gCHag = 4 
Call GetChildNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = " select * from test_dmzd where dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb from test dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test_dmzd where dmmc="' &Trim(txtUseiOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l' 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_drazd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and dmsbl=-l and dmsb2=-l and dmsb3=-l or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
Trim(Trim(txtUserOnto.Text)) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & TYim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') 
and dmsb I = -1" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = stjlstr & " and b.user_ontology="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRs 1 = AdoCon.Execute(sqlslT, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs I .ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRsl.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodefoldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodetoldNimiber + adoRsI .RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + 1 To oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsK"service_coniment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
OldNumber = oldNumber + adoRs 1 .RecordCount 
End If 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
Elself Len(UserOntold) = 10 Then 
gCHag = 5 
Call GetChDdNodes 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
sqlstr = "select •* from test_dinzd where (dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & 
Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb horn test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsbl=-l " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmltt(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dnunc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=-l and dmsb I =-1 anddmsb2=-l anddmsb3=-r' 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " or dmlb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsb=(select dmsb from test_dmzd where dmmc='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test_dmzd 
where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dnisb2=(select dmsb2 from test dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') 
and dmsb3=-l or dralb=(select dmlb from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUseiOnto.Text) & "') and dmsb=(select dmsb 
from test_dmzd where dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & " ' ) " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and dmsbl=(select dmsbl from test dmzd where dmmc='" &. Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & "') and 
dmsb2=-1 and dmsb3=-1 ) or dmmc="' & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
While Not adoRs.EOF 
sqlstr = "select 
distinct(a.business_key),b.service_key,a.business.^name,b.service comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_information a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key " 
sqlstr = sqlstr & " and b.user_ontology='" & Trim(txtUserOnto.Text) & 
Set adoRsl = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRsl.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
If adoRs I.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNode(oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCoimt) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNode(oldNumber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodetoldNiunber + adoRsl.RecordCount) 
For i = oldNumber + I To oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
nowSerNode(i) = adoRsl ("service_name") 
nowDesNode(i) = adoRsl("service_comment") 
nowBusNode(i) = adoRsl ("business_name") 
adoRsl.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNiunber = oldNumber + adoRsl .RecordCount 
End If 
SetadoRsl = Nothing 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
End If 
Elself txtSerOn.Text = " " And txtUserOnto.Text = "" Then 
OldNumber = 0 
sqlstr = "select 
distinctCa.business_key),b.service_key,a.business^name,b.service_comment,b.service_key,b.service_name ,b.service_ontology,b. 
user_ontology from Business_infonnation a,Service_information b ,test_dmzd c where b.business_key=a.business_key and 
b.service_name='" & Trim(txtSerName.Text) & 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCsqlstr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveCotmection = Nothing 
I f adoRs.RecordCount >= I Then 
ReDim Preserve nowSerNodeCadoRs.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowDesNodeCadoRs.RecordCount) 
ReDim Preserve nowBusNodeCadoRs.RecordCoimt) 
For i = 1 To adoRs.RecordCount 
nowSerNodeCi) = adoRs("service_name") 
nowDesNodeCi) = adoRsC"service_comment") 
nowBusNodeCi) = adoRsC"business_name") 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Next i 
oldNumber = adoRs.RecordCount 
End l f 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
E n d l f 
J = 0 
For i = 1 To oldNumber 
frmService.lblserCJ) = nowSerNodeCi) 
frmService.lblDesCJ) = nowDesNodeCi) 
frmService.Label6(J) = nowBusNodd;i) 
J = J + 1 
Next i 
frmService.Show 
End Sub 
Results Display 
Option Explicit 
Private Str As String 
Private Sub Labels_ClickCIndex As Integer) 
Str = "select a.business ID,a.business name, b.service_key, b.service_name from Busmess^informauon 
a ,Service_information b where a.busmess_name="' 'St Trim(Label6CIndex).Caption) & "' and a.business_key=b.service_lD" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCStr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRs.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
frmDetails.lblKey.Caption = adoRsC"service^key") 
frmDetails.IblownBus.Caption = adoRsC"busmess_name") 
frmDetails.lblOwnKey.Caption = adoRs("business_ID") 
frmDetails.lblSerName.Caption = adoRsC"service_name") 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
ftmDetails.Show 
ftmDetails.SetFocus 
End l f 
End Sub 
Private Sub Label6_ClickCIndex As Integer) . 
Str = "select a.business_ID,a.business_name , b.service key , b.service_name from Busmess^information 
a ,Service_information b where a.business name='" & TrimCLabel6CIndex).Caption) & "' and a.business_key=b.service_ID" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCStr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
I f adoRs.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
frmDetails.lblKey Caption = adoRs("service_key") 
frmDetails.IblownBus.Caption = adoRsC"business_name") 
firmDetails.lblOwnKey.Caption = adoRsC"business_ID") 
frmDetails.lblSerName.Caption = adoRsC"service_name") 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
frrtiDetails.Show 
fiinDetails.SetFocus 
End I f 
End Sub 
Private Sub lblser_ClickCtadex As Integer) , . _ „ . . . . 
Str = "select a.business^lD,a.business_name, b.service_key ,b.service_name from Busmess_mformation 
a ,Service_information b where a.busmess name='" & TrimCLabel6CIndex).Caption) & "' and a.business_key=b.service_ID" 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.ExecuteCStr, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveCoimection = Nothing 
I f adoRs.RecordCount >= 1 Then 
frmDetails.lblKey.Caption = adoRs("service.,key") 
frmDetails.lblownBus.Caption = adoRsC"busmess_name") 
fimDetails.lblOwnKey.Caption = adoRsC"business_ID") 
ftmDetails.lblSerName.Caption = adoRsC"service_name") 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
frmDetails.Show 
frmDetails.SetFocus 
E n d l f 
End Sub 
Private Sub XPButtonl_ClickC) 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub XPButton2_ClickC) 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
mdlPubFunctions 
Public Function CheckReserveCode(By Val CodeStr As String) As Boolean 
I f Not IsNumeric(CodeStr) Then 
CheckReserveCode = False 
Elself CUig(CodeStr) o ValfCodeStr) Then 
CheclcReserveCode = False 
Elself CLns(CodeStr) <= 0 Then 
CheclcReserveCode = False 
Else 
CheckReserveCode = True 
End I f 
End Function 
Public Sub DBConnectionO 
Dim ConectRetum As String 
Dim sqlstr As String 
GetSetupFile 
ConectRetum = CreateConnection 
If ConectRetum o "" Then 
frmODBCSetup.ErrorMessages = ConectRemm 
frmODBCSemp.Show 
Else 
sqlstr = "select * from Business_infonnation" 
AdoCon.CursorLocation = adUseClient'' 
Set adoRs = AdoCon.Execute(sqlstr,, adCmdText) 
Set adoRs.ActiveConnection = Nothing 
Set AdoCmd = Nothing 
Set AdoCmd = New ADODB.Command 
AdoCmd.ActiveConnection = AdoCon 
AdoCmd.CommandText = "select * from Business_information" 
AdoCmd.CoramandType = adCmdText 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
Set adoRs = AdoCmd.Execute 
LoginSucceeded = True 
Set adoRs = Nothing 
mdiHealthTest.Show 
End I f 
End Sub 
Public Sub GetSetupFileQ 
DimStringBuffer(IO) As String 
Dim i As Integer 
Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass 
On Error GoTo FileError 
Script = " DataBase Connection Information for HS Hospital Information System]" 
DSN = "HealthTest" 
UseDSN = 0 
DBMS = "Microsoft SQL Server 2000" 
Server = "localhost" 
DataBase = "HealthTest" 
DataBase = "999his" 
LogID = "" 
LqgPassWd = "" 
DBUserlD = "sa" 
DBUserPassWd="" 
CuisorDriver = RdUseOdbc 
Set fsoSetupFile = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObjecQ 
I f Not fsoSetupFile.FileExists(App.Palh & ''\" & SetupFileName) Then 
PutSetupFile Else 
Set tsSetiipFile = fsoSetupFile.OpenTextFile(App.Path & "V & SetupFileName, ForReading, False, TristateFalse) 
If Not tsSetupFile.AtEndOfStream Then 
StringBuffer(0) = Get_Value(tsSenjpFile.ReadLine,"") 
End I f 
i = I 
While i < 10 And Not tsSetupFile.AtEndOfSu^am 
StringBuffer(i) = UnLockSoing(Get_Value(tsSetupFile.ReadLine, "=")) 
i = i + I 
Wend 
Script = StrineBuffer(0) 
DSN = StringBuffer(l) 
I f Not IsNumeric(StiTngBuffer(2)) Then 
UseDSN = 0 
Else 
UseDSN = CInt(StringBuffer(2)) 
End I f 
DBMS = StringBuffer(3) 
Server = StringBufferfft) 
DataBase = StringBuffer(5) 
LogID = StringBuffer(6) 
LqgPassWd =StringBuffer(7) 
DBUserlD = StringBuffer(8) 
DBUserPassWd =^tringBuffer(9) 
tsSetupFile.Close 
End I f 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
Exit Sub 
FileError; 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
MsgBox 
End Sub 
Public Sub PutSetupFileO 
Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass 
On Error GoTo FileError 
Set fsoSetupFile = CreateObjectC'Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
Set tsSetupFile = fsoSetupFile.CreateTextFile(App.Path & "\" & SetupFileName, True) 
tsSetupFife.WriteLine (Script) 
tsSetupFile.WriteLine ("DSN = " & LockString(DSN)) 
tsSetupFilcWriteLine ("USEDSN = " & LockStringfCStrnjseDSN))) 
tsSetupFile.WriteLine ("DBMS = " & LockStringfpBMS)) 
tsSetupFile.WriteLine ("Server = " & LockString(Server)) 
tsSetupFile.WriteLine ("DataBase = " & LockString(DataBase)) 
tsSetupFile.WriteLine ("LogID = " & LockStringfLogID)) 
tsSetupFUe.WriteLine {"LogPassWd = " & LockString(LogPassWd)) PassWd 
tsSetupFile-WriteLine ("DBTJserro = " & LockString(DBOserID)) 
tsSetupFile.WriteLine ("DBUserPassWd = " & Lock3tring(DBUserPassWd))' 
tsSetupFile.Close 
Screen.MousePotnter = vbDefault 
Exit Sub 
FileError: 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
MsgBox ", vbExclamation," 
End Sub 
Public Function Get_Value(SearchString As String, SearchChar As String) As String 
Dim Position As Integer 
If SearchString ="" Then 
Get Value = "" 
Elself SearchChar = "" Then 
Get_VaIue = SearchString 
Else 
Position = InStr(I, SearchString, SearchChar, vbTextCompare) 
If Position = Null Or Position = 0 Then 
Get Value = "" 
Else 
Get_Value = Trim(Mid(SearchString, Position + 1)) 
End If 
End If 
End Function 
Public Function UnLockString(LockedString As String) As String 
EncryplTable = 12sdfg5%$90-=+J""(*&'^ 
(a!-Qw34i8iop[ P]\yu|}OIrt67TREWQahjklKUYJ;':LHFDGScvAzxb/?>m,.NBVC<MiiXZ" 
StringLength = Len(LockedString) 
TableLength = Len(EnciyptTable) 
For i = 1 To StringLength 
UnlockChar = Ma(LockedString, i , 1) 
For J = 1 To TableLength 
If UnlockChar = Mid(EncryptTable, J, I) Then 
UnLockString = UnLockString & Chr(J + 31) 
End If 
Next J 
Next i 
End Function 
Public Function LockString(SourceString As String) As String 
StringLength = Len(SourceString) 
For i = 1 To StringLength 
LockString = LockString & Mid(EncryptTable, Asc(Mid(SourceString, i , I)) - 31, 1) 
Nexti 
End Function 
Public Sub pErrHandleCErrStr As String) 
Dim Msg As String 
If Err.Number o 0 Then 
& Err.Source &. Chr( 13) & " " & Eir.Description 
MsgBox Msg, vbCritical + vbOKOnly, ErrStr &."", Err.HelpFile, Eir.HelpContext 
End If 
End Sub 
Public Function CreateConnectionO As String 
Dim sConnect As String 
Dim ErrorMessage As String 
Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass 
On Error GoTo AdoError 
lfUseDSN= 1 Then 
sConnect = "uid=sa;pwd=;dsn=" & DSN 
'AdoCon.CursorLocation = adUseClient 
Set AdoCon = New ADODB.Connection 
AdoCon.Open sConnect 
Else 
sConnect = "driver={SQL Server };server=localhost;database=MakeMacher;uid=sa;pwd=" 
sConnect = "uid=" & DBUserlD & ";pwd=" & DBUserPassWd & ";" 
sConnect = sConnect & 'server=" & Server & ";driver={S(3LServer};" 
] sConnect = sConnect & "database=" & DataBase & ";" 
Set AdoCon = New ADODB.Connection 
AdoCon.Open sConnect 
End If 
CreateConnection ="" 
Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
Exit Function 
Ado Error: 
pErrHandle 
End Function 
Public Function ProcessPin(By Val Password As String) As String 
ReDim AsciiPasswWordd To Len(PassWord)) As Integer 
ReDim PinString(l To Len(PassWord)) As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
If Password ="" Then 
ProcessPin ="" 
Exit Function 
End If 
For i = I To Len(PassWord) 
AsciiPasswWord(i) = Asc{Mid(PassWord, i , 1)) 
Next 
For i = 1 To Len(PassWord) 
If AsciiPasswWord(i) > 250 Then 
PinString(i) = AsciiPasswWord(i) - 251 
Else 
PinString(i) = AsciiPasswWord(i) + 5 
End If 
Next 
ProcessPin ="" 
For i = 1 To Len(PassWord) 
ProcessPin = ProcessPin & air(PinString(i)) 
Next i 
End Function 
Public Function Del_Space(By Val SourceString As Variant) As String 
If IsNull(SourceString) Then 
DeLSpace ="" 
Else 
DeLSpace = LTrim(RTrim((SourceString))) 
End If 
End Function 
Public Function DeI_SpaceI(ByVal SourceString As Variant) As String 
If IsNull(SourceString) Then 
DeLSpacel = 0 
Else 
DeLSpacel = LTrim(RTrim((SourceString))) 
End If 
End Function 
Public Function LocateCmbByIndex(ByRef Cmb As ComboBox, By Val IndexNum As Integer) As Integer 
Dim Ind As Integer 
LocateCmbBylndex = 1 
With Cmb 
For Ind = 0 To .ListCount -1 
If .IteniData(Ind) = IndexNum Then 
.Listlndex = IndexNimi 
.Listlndex = Ind 
.Text = .Listflnd) 
LocateCmbBylndex = 0 
Exit Function 
End If 
Next Ind 
End With 
End Function 
Public Sub FiUComboxZd{ByVa] rs As ADODB.Recordset, Cmb As ComboBox, ByVal Tdmlb As Integer) 
Tdmlb 
rs.MoveFirst 
With Cmb 
.Clear 
While Not rs.EOF 
If CInt(adoRs("dmlb")) = Tdmlb Then 
Cmb.Addltem (Tnm(adoRs("dmmc"))) 
Cmb.ItemData(Cmb.NewIndex) = adoRsC'dmsb") 
End If 
adoRs.MoveNext 
Wend 
If Cmb.UstCount > 0 Then Cmb.Listlndex = 0 
EndWidi 
End Sub 
Public Function CompareData(ByVal datal As Double, ByVal data2 As Double, By Val data3 As Double) As Double 
Ifdatal >data2Then 
CompareData = data I 
Else 
CompareData = data2 
End If 
If CompareData < data3 Then 
CompareData = data3 
End If 
End Function 
Public Function CompareDatal(ByVal datal As Double, ByVal data2 As Double) As Double 
Ifdatal >data2Then 
CompareDatal = datal 
Else 
CompareDatal = data2 
End If 
End Function 
Private Function mathDatal(ByVal mathData As Double) As Double 
mathData = Round( mathData, 1) 
End Function 
Public Sub showFrm(fnn As Form) 
frm.Show 
End Sub 
The SWS Matchmaker Table 
/»•»••»»•»»•»»•*•**•***»»******»»*»*•*•*•*»*•»**»•*********••************• / 
/•******»******(I) create Business information table •*/ 
/»* Created:zy date: •*/ 
/** Modified: date: 16:12 **/ 
/** Called by: **/ 
* * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • • * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * / 
create table Business_inforniation 
( 
business_key int identity (1, I) not null, 
business_ID varcharfSO) not null, 
business_name varchar(20) not null, 
business_description varchar(40) null, 
business_cateBory varchar(lOO) null, 
business_uddiServer tinyint null, 
bus_con_name varcharf20) null, 
bus_con_phone varchar(20) null, 
bus_con_eniail varchar(20) null. 
bus_con_Des 
bus_con_Postal 
primary key(business_lcey) 
create table Service_information 
( 
varchar(20') null, 
varchar(20) null, 
varch 
service_ID 
business key 
service_Key 
service_narae 
service_corament 
service_category 
service_WSDL 
service_ontology 
user^ontology 
service_omoid 
user^ontoid 
servIceLb 
servicesb 
servicesbl 
servicesb2 
servicesbS 
userLb 
usersb 
usersbl 
usersb2 
usersb3 
service_uddiServer 
primary key(service_key) 
create table test.dmzd 
^ b 
dmsb 
dmsbl 
dmsb2 
dmsbS 
srdm 
dmmc 
scope 
mt 
int 
varchar(50) 
varchar(20J 
varchar(40 
varcharHOO) 
varchar(40) 
varchar(50) Bo: o! 
tinyiht 
identity (1,1) not null, 
not null, 
not null, 
not null, 
null, 
not null, 
null, 
null. 
smallint 
smallint 
smallint 
samllint 
tinyint 
sniallint 
smallint 
smallint 
smallint 
tinyint 
null, 
null, 
null, 
null, 
null. 
nuU, 
null, 
nuU, 
nuU, 
null. 
null, 
null. 
null. 
null. 
tinyint 
smallint 
not 
not 
smallint 
smallint 
smallint 
varchar(50) null. 
varchar(50) not 
int null. 
null, 
null, 
not 
not 
not 
null. 
null, 
null, 
null. 
jjrimary key(dmlb,dnisb,dmsbl.dmsb2.dmsb3) 
insen test_dnizd (dmlb,dmsb.dmsbl,dmsb2,dmsb3,dmmc,scope) values(l,-l, 
insert test_dmzd(dmlb,dmsb,dmsbl,dmsb2,dmsb3,dmmc,scope) values(2,-l,-
create table service_ontology_infroraation 
servicejd int identity (1, 1) not null. 
service_ontoIogy varchair(20) not null, 
business key int not null, 
primary key(service_id) 
- l . - l 
l . - l . 
,-1 .'Electronic Joumals',0) 
•l,'Student',0) 
create table iiser_ontology_infromation 
( userjd int identity (1,1) not null, 
user_ontology varchar(20) not null, 
business key int not null, 
primary lcey( userjd) 
create table Bus_Id 
( 
) 
bus Id int identity(l,l) not null, 
busuiessJD varchar(50) not null, 
business_tag int not null default 0, 
y*********************•*»»»•»•»•*****»*•*•******»»***•*****»»*************/ 
/**No:matchmaker_Test **/ 
/**Name:sp_test_dmzd_access **/ 
/**Paremeters:access,dmlb,dmsb,dmsbl,dmsb2,dmsb3,dnimc,pardmmc,type 
/** access=l:input; access=3:modify;access=2:delet **/ 
/••Total: 6 parameters **/ 
/**Call: test_dmzd **/ 
create procedure sp_test_dmzd_access 
©access tiny int, 
@dmlb tinyint, @dmsb smallint, 
@dmsbl srciallint @dmsb2 smallint, 
@dmsb3 smallint, 
@srdm varchar(50), @dmmc varchar(50), 
@scope int 
as 
if @access=l 
begin 
if exists(select * from test_dmzd where dmlb=@dmlb and dmsb=@dmsb and dmsbl=@dmsbl and dmsb2=@drasb2 and 
dmsb3=@dmsb3) 
return -9 
end 
else 
begin 
if not exists(select * from test_dmzd where dmlb=@dmlb and dmsb=@dmsb and dmsbl=@dmsbl and dmsb2=@dmsb2 and 
dmsb3=@dnisb3) 
return -8 
end 
if @access=l 
insert test_dmzd (dmlb,dmsb,dmsbl.dmsb2,dmsb3,srdm,dmmc,scope) values 
(@dmlb, @dmsb, @dmsb 1, @dmsb2, @dnisb3, @srdm, ©dmrac, ©scope) 
else 
begin 
if @access=2 
delete from test_dm2d where dmlb=(g>dmlb and dmsb=@dnisb and dmsbl=@dmsbl and dnisb2=@dmsb2 and 
dmsb3=@dmsb3 
else 
if @access=3 
update test dmzd set srdm=@srdm,dmmc=@dmmc,scope=@scope where dmlb=@dmlb and dmsb=@dmsb and 
dnisbl=@dmsbl and dmsb2=@dmsb2 and dmsb3=@dmsb3 
else 
return -7 
end 
if @@erroroO 
return -1 
else 
return 0 
go 
